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ABSTRACT

A survey of trail users in Grand Canyon National Park undertaken 

in 1976 indicates that an overwhelming majority of hikers perceives the 

Inner Canyon as a wilderness area. Most hikers have a keen awareness of 

what wilderness should be and support management policies which will 

preserve a pristine wilderness environment. There is overwhelming ac

ceptance of a recently instituted permit and quota system which severely 

limits the number of persons using Grand Canyon trails. Major sources 

of discontent are littered and impacted campsites, large parties travel

ing together, and airplanes and helicopters flying over the Canyon.

Attitudes differ by trail and by motives for the particular 

trip. Hikers on the least frequented trails are the most sensitive 

to intrusions on the enjoyment of the Inner Canyon as a wilderness. 

Similarly, those seeking solitude and those desiring to avoid people 

and to escape civilization express the strongest demands for restricted 

visitation and reduced maximum party size. These results suggest that 

a zoning policy with varying use intensities could be adopted which 

would provide every Grand Canyon hiker a high quality wilderness experi
ence.

xi



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A recent surge in the number of backpackers at Grand Canyon Na

tional Park has threatened to seriously degrade the environment and 

lower the quality of the user experience. Newly adopted National Park 

Service policies are aimed at protecting this unique recreational re

source. Park managers had little information about the Grand Canyon 

hiker on which to base these new policies. So as to improve future 

decision making, there is a need for greater awareness and understanding 

of the characteristics of users, their motivations for hiking in the 

Grand Canyon, their attitudes about potential sources of dissatisfac

tion, and their preferences for future management.

The Inner Canyon, that portion of the Grand Canyon which lies 

below the rim, is currently being considered for inclusion in the Na

tional Wilderness Preservation System. If Congress designates the Inner 

Canyon as a wilderness, additional constraints on that area’s use will 

be imposed by regulations in the Wilderness Act of 1964. Knowledge of 

present-day hiker perception of wilderness will aid park managers in 

establishing guidelines that will preserve the Inner Canyon as wilder

ness for future recreationists.

Statement of Problem and Objectives

Visitation to Grand Canyon has grown significantly since 1884, 

the year in which Edward Ayer of Flagstaff, Arizona, is credited with
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the first tourist visit (Arizona State Highway Department 1955). Sev

eral factors drew public attention to the Canyon, including Thomas 

Moran's famous paintings, one of which was hung in the Capitol in 

Washington, and the journals of many early travelers who marveled at 

the Canyon1s splendor and scenic beauty. The opening of the railroad 

branch line from Williams, Arizona, to the South Rim in 1901 provided 

much more comfortable, quicker, and easier access to the Canyon than 

the rough ten-hour stagecoach ride from Flagstaff. Auto roads and 

hotels soon followed and a bustling tourist business was initiated.

In 1919, the year that Grand Canyon was made a National Park,

44.000 visits were recorded. Visitation surpassed 100,000 in 1923,

200.000 in 1929, 500,000 in 1946, 1,000,000 in 1956, and 1,500,000

in 1963 (Hughes 1967). In 1975, 2,346,384 people visited Grand Canyon 

(U.S. Department of Interior, National Park Service 1975), and an 

( estimated 200,000 of these entered the Inner Canyon on foot or on 

muleback (U.S.D.I., National Park Service 1976a). This rapid growth, 

expected to continue, has caused significant problems for park decision 

makers in managing for the best and most efficient use of the park's 

roads and trails.

Use of the backcountry portion of the park has increased even 

more rapidly than visitation to the park as a whole. The number of 

people using the backcountry trails has grown from only a handful in 

the early I960's to almost 8,000 in 1975. The large increase in use 

has been stimulated by such publications as The Man Who Walked Through

Time (Fletcher 1967), Inner Canyon Hiking (Grand Canyon Natural History
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Association 1970), and Grand Canyon Treks (Butchart 1970). In 1972, 

after serious crowding at some of the Inner Canyon campsites over a 

particularly heavy Easter Week, resource managers instituted daily use 

limits for overnight users on all Grand Canyon trails, based on their 

own best judgment of how many people should be on each trail at any 

particular time. This somewhat arbitrary limitation was one of the 

motivating factors in the decision to make this study to determine, in 

part, if user attitudes supported Park Service management decisions.

Most recreation analysts now agree that there is some conflict 

between user attitudes and management preferences, but that for suc

cessful management there should be some balance between the two (Lucas 

1966, Morse 1966, Bury 1967, Hendee and Harris 1970, Stankey 1972b, 

Hendee and Lucas 1974, Peterson 1974, Twight and Catton 1975). One of 

the purposes of recreation research is to test the viability and accept

ability of the management choices that have been made and to provide one 

of the inputs into future management decisions. The incorporation of 

attitudes into administrative edicts is not an easy task because of the 

diversity in user backgrounds, wilderness experience, and motivations 

(Stankey 1972a). Wilderness user research, therefore, is necessary to 

define the wilderness user. Who is he, where did he come from, why is 

he there, and what does he think? These are the questions addressed in 

this essay and they are the ones previous wilderness surveys have at

tempted to answer.

There are three main objectives: (a) to determine the socio

economic and demographic characteristics of the user; (b) to discover



the motivations for pursuing a backcountry hiking trip; and (c) to mea

sure the perception of several attributes of wilderness in the Wilder

ness Act of 1964 (Appendix A), including the perception of crowding, 

group size, convenience facilities, and current and potential management 

policies. The main interest lies in (c), but one of the most important 

aspects of the research is to correlate preferences with certain user 

characteristics and motivations. Because backcountry trail users in the 

Grand Canyon come from all over the country, have diverse backgrounds, 

and possess varying degrees of hiking, and in particular Canyon hiking, 

experience, and because they come with widely varying motivations and 

expectations, one would expect a diversity in attitudes.

Definitions

The meaning of wilderness has evolved slowly through time. 

Roderick Nash (1967) has eloquently reviewed changing attitudes in 

Wilderness and the American Mind. For the first couple of centuries 

of occidental settlement in the United States, wilderness was a nui

sance, obstructing the path of growth. Wilderness was something to 

subdue, to destroy, if progress was to be made. The first shades of 

a reversal in American attitude toward nature came with Henry David 

Thoreau, George Perkins Marsh, John Muir, Frederick Law 01mstead and 

John Wesley Powell in the latter half of the nineteenth century (Lowen- 

thal 1964, Nash 1967). Although the Wilderness Society was organized 

in 1935 to save the last remaining remnants of wilderness in America, 

and despite Aldo Leopold's (1949) strong plea for wilderness
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preservation in A Sand County Almanac, the mass movement to protect 

nature and to preserve wilderness only began about 1960.

Wilderness is defined in Webster's New International Dictionary 

as "a tract of land, or a region, whether a forest or a wide barren 

plain, uncultivated and uninhabited by human beings." Uncultivated is 

the key word. In Robert Marshall's landmark article, he defined wil

derness as "a region which contains no permanent inhabitants, possesses 

no possibility of conveyance by any mechanical means and is sufficiently 

spacious that a person in crossing it must have the experience of sleep

ing out" (Marshall 1930, p. 31). The definition in the Wilderness Act 

differs very little: "an area where the earth and its community of life

are untrammeled by man, where man himself is a visitor who does not 

remain" (U.S. Statutes Public Law 88-577, 1964; for the complete defi

nition, see Appendix A). So wilderness is theoretically an area vir

tually untouched by man.

The meaning of wilderness to each individual depends on what he 

perceives when conjuring up the image of wilderness. Scott (1974) sug

gests a health resource value in a nondegraded environment. Others in

clude stress removal, personal achievement, appreciation of nature, 

spiritual gain, aesthetic enjoyment, quality recreation, and solitude 

(Lime and Cushwa 1969, Henning 1971). As more and more people seek 

these values in wilderness areas, the chance of finding untouched, non

degraded areas decreases.

Perception refers to the act of apprehending by means of the 

senses or by the mind. Awareness, cognition, and understanding of
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objects or ideas can describe our perception. The concept is not at all 

simple. Saarinen (1969, p. 5) has used the following definition:

Social perception is generally concerned with the effects 
of social and cultural factors on man1s cognitive structuring 
of his physical and social environment. Perception then de
pends on more them the stimulus present and the capabilities 
of the sense organs. It also varies with the individual's 
past history and present 'set' or attitudes acting through 
values, needs, memories, moods, social circumstances, and ex
pectations.

He further adds that the major problem is in the measurement of people's 

perceptions because of the difficulty people have in articulating their 

feelings. However, an attempt to measure people's attitudes and prefer

ences is certainly a beginning. Fortunately, most researchers have 

discovered that wilderness users have rather strong feelings about many 

aspects of wilderness and are able to state these preferences. There 

is still the problem that attitudes may change very rapidly and may not 

reflect people's behavior. These limitations will be briefly discussed 

in Chapter 4.

The concept of carrying capacity has been used in range manage

ment for decades to indicate the number of livestock a certain area is 

physically able to support. The use of this term in recreation manage

ment is a relatively recent phenomenon. Wagar (1964, p. 3) has defined 

recreational carrying capacity as "the level of recreational use an area 

can withstand while providing a sustained quality of recreation."

Quality is a rather elusive and abstract concept, but as applied to 

recreation implies "the degree to which a recreational experience or 

area normally contributes to the physical and psychic well-being of



recreationists" (Wagar 1964, p. 3). The different aspects of carrying 

capacity were succinctly stated by LaPage (1963, p. 36):

The problems of recreational carrying capacity must be 
viewed as similar to a massive interaction between three general 
classes of variables:

1. The effect of the recreation resource upon people.
2. The effect of people upon the resource.
3. The effect of people upon each other.

The common denominator is the desire for satisfactory recrea
tional experience.

Carrying capacity has been divided by many researchers into 

ecological and social. Ecological carrying capacity refers to the point 

at which the number of visitors has induced destruction of vegetation, 

compaction of soils, or diminution of health standards to such a degree 

that the quality of the recreational experience is reduced. In a wil

derness area very little environmental degradation is acceptable to many 

visitors. The effect of people on other people may be of more impor

tance because two of the many reasons for visiting a wilderness are the 

wish to get away from other people and civilization in general and the 

desire for solitude. When visitation reaches a certain level, the 

quality of the experience is adversely affected (Lucas 1964a, Fisher 

and Krutilla 1972, Lucas and Stankey 1973, Stankey 1973, Scott 1974,

Lime 1975, Greist 1976). This level is known as social carrying capac

ity and is the focus of this research.

Organization of the Thesis

To provide background for this study, previous research con

cerning visitors to wilderness areas is briefly outlined in Chapter 2.

A short description and history of each of the Canyon's trails is given

7



in Chapter 3, followed by a discussion of present National Park Service 

management policies for the trails. Chapter 4 presents the methodology 

used in this research, including the development of the questionnaire, 

the selection of the sample, and the method of administering the survey. 

Chapter 5 summarizes the overall results to each question on the ques

tionnaire. General characteristics, motivations, and attitudes are 

assessed for all respondents. Variation in response by trail is also 

analyzed. Chapter 6 provides a discussion of the results from cross- 

tabulating different hiker characteristics and motivations with atti

8

tudes and preferences. Alternatives for trail management are reviewed 

in Chapter 7, together with suggestions based on user attitudes. 

Chapter 8 presents a summary and conclusions.



CHAPTER 2

STUDIES OF THE WILDERNESS USER: A FRAMEWORK

The pioneering study of wilderness visitor characteristics, 

motivations, and attitudes was done by the Outdoor Recreation Resources 

Review Commission (ORRRC 1962), the results of which are contained in 

Wilderness and Recreation— A Report on Resources, Values, and Problems. 

In 1960 interviewers surveyed 491 people in seven different wilderness 

areas to determine backgrounds of users, types of trips taken, psycho

logical appeals and benefits of wilderness areas and the wilderness ex

perience , and knowledge of and attitudes toward policies of wilderness 

management. The data showed that most wilderness users were male, under 

fifty, and of higher educational level and socioeconomic status than 

the average U.S. population. Similar results have since been found by 

others, including Burch and Wenger (1967), Catton and Hendee (1968), 

Hendee et al. (1968), Stankey (1972a), and Murray (1974). The two 

strongest motivations to wilderness use were the wish to escape from the 

crowds and routines that are a part of daily life and the desire to 

enjoy the beauties of nature. Health, sociability, and challenge proved 

less important. Finally, the more experienced, interested, and involved 

hikers favored stricter administrative and legislative measures.

In another early study Bultena and Taves (1961) surveyed visi

tors to the Quetico-Superior Area in Minnesota to determine their moti

vations for visiting that particular wilderness and the implications

9
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these motives might have for policy and management. They learned that 

people thought of wilderness as locale for sport and play, fascination, 

sanctuary, heritage, and personal gratification. Although 99% favored 

leaving the area in its natural state, many desired additional facili

ties, such as more campsites, garbage disposal places, toilets, and 

tables. This somewhat paradoxical finding was also discovered by Clark 

(1936) in an early attempt to measure general user preferences.

A few wilderness investigators have characterized the user by 

his mode of travel. Lucas' (1964b) study in the Boundary Waters Canoe 

Area (BWCA) demonstrated that canoeists were far more demanding of a 

pristine setting than other users, particularly those using motorboats. 

Lucas asked survey participants to show on a map the area they thought 

to be wilderness, and canoeists drew the smallest areas. Priddle (1964) 

had similar results in the Algonquin Park Interior and suggested that 

restrictions on motorboat use would greatly enhance the carrying capac

ity. Lime (1975) found that paddle canoeists in the BWCA strenuously 

objected to meeting motorized craft, and that satisfaction declined as 

the number of encounters increased. Lime also found that visitors' 

expectations of solitude rose as they penetrated further into the area.

Many studies have focused on motivations for visiting a wilder

ness area. Merriam's (1964) study in the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area 

in Montana established that the primary motivations were to escape 

modern civilization and to enjoy the beauties of nature, results iden

tical to those of the ORRRC study. The same two reasons were most im

portant to campers in the Superior National Forest (Lime and Cushwa



1969). These factors were expressed very well by Catton and Hendee 

(1968) as the "desire to escape from the artificiality of contemporary 

urban environments to a refreshing contact with natural settings"

(p. 29). A strong feeling of accomplishment among overnight wilderness 

users in Glacier National Park indicates that challenge may be of con

siderable importance (Merriam 1967). Using an attitude scale, Shafer 

and Mietz (1969) determined that aesthetics, identified by mental appre

ciation, and the enj oyment of natural beauty, as well as emotional- 

achievement sensations were important qualitative values to hikers in 

the Mt. March Wilderness Area in the Adirondacks. Other options not 

considered as important were opportunity for exercise, education, and 

social encounters with others.

Although solitude is often viewed as one of the primary moti

vating factors, Catton and Hendee (1968) felt that the importance of 

solitude is vastly overrated. Only a small percentage of visitors men

tions solitude when asked directly what is important to them in visiting 

a wilderness. Stankey (1973) found that 82% agreed that not. seeing many 

other people except in one's own party was desirable, concluding that 

solitude was important.

Desire for solitude provided one of the bases for division of 

wilderness users into purists and urbanists in the important study by 

Hendee, Catton, Marlow and Brockman (1968). By measuring people's 

agreement or disagreement to sixty possible statements— twenty concern

ing features that might or might not exist in remote backcountry, 

twenty activities wilderness users might engage in, and twenty benefits 

that might be anticipated— they were able to score each respondent on

11
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a "wildernism" scale, with low scores representing urbanists and high 

scores representing strong wildernists or purists. They suggested that 

purists were more aware of wilderness and had stronger feelings about 

preserving wilderness, and that perhaps their ideas should receive added 

consideration even if purists are in the minority. This recommendation 

was echoed by Hendee and Stankey (1973) who observed that a goal of in

creasing use and capacity would disenfranchise the purists, and that 

therefore management should reflect the pure approach, or the biocentric 

as opposed to the anthropocentric approach.

In his study of four wilderness areas Stankey (1973) also used 

a scoring scale to determine the extent to which respondents were strong 

purists, moderate purists, neutralists, or nonpurists. He measured 

agreement or disagreement to many attitude statements concerning three 

basic dimensions of the Wilderness Act: the natural ecosystem, the

minimum level of human interference, and the primitiveness of the recre

ational opportunity. Strong purists tended to have much greater demands 

for solitude, reduced group size, and minimum human interference with 

the pristine quality of wilderness. Stankey felt that the purist atti

tudes, since they most closely coincided with the concept of wilderness 

as given in the Wilderness Act, should have particular relevance to 

wilderness managers.

Several authors have emphasized the necessity of giving atten

tion to even the most purist-oriented user. Merrian and Ammons (1968) 

found that for about half of the wilderness users in three Montana 

areas, wilderness began right at the end of the road while for others 

it did not begin until three or more miles up the trail. They stressed
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that management policies should be instituted which maintain a high 

level of recreational experience for all without sacrifice to any. Put 

in another way, managers must balance the quantitative demands of the 

majorities with the qualitative demands of the minorities (Burch 1966). 

Burch added that there is a life cycle effect among outdoor recreation

ists, whereby people switch back and forth at different stages in their 

life between different styles of camping due to changing interests and 

habits. He suggested that the necessity of meeting the qualitative de

mands of the minority may not be as important as believed.

Some investigators have attempted to measure sources of dis

satisfaction. For most wilderness users litter is more often a major 

complaint than too many people (Priddle 1964, Lewis 1971, Stankey 1972a, 

Stankey 1973, Lucas and Stankey 1973). However, in a very heavily used 

backcountry area in the White Mountains of New Hampshire, overcrowding 

was the major problem (Echelberger, Deiss and Morrison 1974). General 

overuse and congestion were the primary sources of dissatisfaction in 

the BWCA (Lime 1975).

Hiking experience was related to attitude in a study of Appa

lachian Trail users by Murray (1974). The author based experience on 

the number of years each respondent had been hiking, number of days of 

hiking during the past twelve months, average distance walked each day, 

and number of days on the longest backpacking trip. A stronger prefer

ence for low density hiking and for quiet and solitude was expressed by 

those with a greater composite experience value.

Most previous research has been conducted in national forest 

wilderness and backcountry areas. Little literature concerns trail



carrying capacity in the heavily used national parks. Merriam and 

Ammons' (1968) study, which involved Glacier National Park along with 

several forest wilderness areas, stressed the continuum of users from 

the roadside camper to the elitist user who ventures off trail. They 

emphasized the necessity of recognizing each group in management. In 

Olympic National Park, although two-thirds of the hikers surveyed felt 

that hikers made a significant impact, a majority felt that visitation 

was at less than capacity and that the backcountry area could sustain 

much more use (Sommarstrom 1966). Significant factors in the overall 

quality of the hike were natural beauty, fishing, challenge, and soli

tude. User attitudes to a trail permit system already in effect were 

assessed in Rocky Mountain National Park in 1973 (Fazio 1974). A com

bination mail survey and personal interview showed that the average user 

was a young out-of-state male, either student or professional, from a 

high income background, and with little previous wilderness experience. 

An overwhelming majority favored the permit system although many hikers 

complained of the inefficiency of permit issuance procedures. Using the 

wildemism-urbanism attitude test originated by Hendee et al. (1968), 

Fazio found that "backcountry users in Rocky Mountain National Park 

possessed a sensitivity equal to, or slightly higher than, most of the 

subjects in a Forest Service study of northwest wilderness areas" (p. 3) 

This section has purposefully been kept relatively short. Many 

of the actual findings of some of the more important surveys will be re

lated in Chapter 5 when comparing the results of this research to previ

ous work. In addition, there have been many articles making various
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recommendations for management of wilderness. These will be discussed 
in Chapter 7.



CHAPTER 3

GRAND CANYON NATIONAL PARK: THE TRAILS AND TRAIL MANAGEMENT

With the creation of Grand Canyon National Park in 1919 the U.S. 

Congress set aside for preservation one of the great natural wonders of 

the world. Although few people had viewed the Canyon prior to 1880, 

knowledge and recognition of the scenic beauty of the vast gorge soon 

made it a major tourist attraction. Over three million recreationists 

visited the Grand Canyon in 1976.

After several park boundary modifications and expansions, the 

park now includes 1,211,104 acres or approximately 1,900 square miles.

It extends along the Colorado River from Lee's Ferry, just below Glen 

Canyon Dam at the Arizona-Utah border, to the Grand Wash Cliffs just 

below the upper end of Lake Mead, a river distance of 277 miles (Fig

ure 1). Roads enter the park at only a few locations. Major highways 

from Williams and Flagstaff approach the park at the southeast corner, 

the location of Grand Canyon Village, the East and West Rim Drives, and 

Desert View. Another extends from Jacob Lake to the North Rim. A good 

graded road reaches the north rim at Toroweap Point, and several other 

dirt roads in varying conditions enter the park at different points.

A vast majority of tourists visiting the Grand Canyon arrive on 

one of the major highways and view the park from one of the few rim 

drives. Most of the remainder of the park is visited by only a small 

percentage of users. Of the 2.4 million visitors in 1975, approximately
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200,000 ventured below the rims, with an estimated 175,000 by foot or 

mule on the Bright Angel or Kaibab Trails, 17,000 by raft on the Colo

rado River, and 8,000 on the Canyon's wilderness trails (U.S.D.I., Na

tional Park Service 1976a, 1976b).

The most recent, and probably the final, wilderness proposal for 

Grand Canyon National Park recommends that 992,046 acres, or 82% of the 

park's total area, be set aside as wilderness under the National Wil

derness Preservation System (U.S.D.I., National Park Service 1976b).

This excludes the developed high intensive use zones around the villages 

on the North and South Rims, road corridors along sane of the other ac

cess routes, the river corridor for the entire length of the Canyon, and 

the cross-Canyon route covered by the Bright Angel and Kaibab Trails.

The latter two have considerable bearing on this study. The river cor

ridor has necessarily been excluded because motorized rafts constitute 

the majority of river use and are not allowed in wilderness as stated in 

the Wilderness Act (see Appendix A for prohibited uses in designated 

wilderness areas). The Kaibab-Bright Angel Trail corridor has also been 

excluded from the wilderness proposal because of the many permanent 

structures along these trails. Such buildings are not allowed in wil

derness areas set aside by the Wilderness Act.

Since trail users are the focus of this research, the following 

sections outline very briefly the location and history of each trail, 

present use, and Park Service management of the trails. All of the main 

trails will be discussed, even if some were not represented in the 
study.
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Trail Location and History

At the present time the National Park. Service maintains only two 

trails on a regular basis. These are the Bright Angel Trail, from the 

South Rim near the Bright Angel Hotel to the Colorado River, and the 

Kaibab Trail, which extends from Yaki Point on the South Rim to a point 

on the North Rim two miles north of Grand Canyon Lodge. In addition 

there are several old and abandoned trails maintained only when user 

safety is greatly endangered, as in the case of rock, slides carrying 

away portions of the trail. These are, from east to west, the Nanko- 

weap. Tanner, New Hance, Grandview, Clear Creek, Hermit, Boucher, South 

Bass, North Bass, and Thunder River Trails. The Tonto Trail runs east- 

west along a bench usually about 1,000-1,500 feet above the river from 

the New Hance to the Bass (Figure 2). Two trails, the Hualapai and 

Topocoba, enter the Canyon at the Havasupai Indian Reservation, but with 

the recent expansion of this reservation, these are no longer in the 

park. A few other less well known trails will be discussed in the con

text of the major named trails listed above.

The Bright Angel

In 1890 C.H. McClure, Robert A. Ferguson, Niles J. Cameron,

Peter D. Berry, and H.J. Love began improving an old Indian trail from 

the South Rim to Indian Gardens, a former Havasupai settlement four and 

one-half miles below the rim (Kolb 1932, Verkamp 1940, Metzger 1972). 

This was extended to the river at the mouth of Pipe Creek in 1898 by 

McClure, Cameron, J.R. Holford, and D.W. Barter (Metzger 1972). In 1903 

Ralph Cameron notified Martin Buggeln, the proprietor of the Bright
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Angel Hotel, that the trail was his and that he intended instituting a 

toll for all users. His request had already been approved by the Secre

tary of the Interior (Verkamp 1940). Thus began a quarter of a century 

of debate over control of the trail. A court decision in 1905 wrested 

control from. Cameron, but possession of the trail passed into the hands 

of Coconino County, which continued to charge a fee. When Grand Canyon 

became a National Park in 1919, the U.S. government began attempts to 

purchase the trail from the county. Not until 1928, however, was an 

agreement reached, a complicated settlement by which the U.S. govern

ment agreed to spend $1,000,000 on a road to the South Rim in trade for 

control of the trail (Verkamp 1940).

At the present time the Bright Angel Trail is by far the most 

heavily used of Inner Canyon routes. Rangers at the South Rim recommend 

that any visitor's first hike into the Canyon be on this trail because 

the grades are the gentlest, and because rest stops complete with run

ning water during the hot summer months are maintained one and one-half, 

three, and four and one-half miles down the trail. Although, perhaps the 

vistas are not quite as spectacular as on other trails, for any visitor 

who is venturing into the Canyon for the first time, whether it be on 

foot or on muleback, the experience and thrill are more than satisfying.

The Kaibab

Because the Park Service was unable to gain control of the 

Bright Angel Trail, they began constructing their own trail off Yaki 

Point three miles east of the Bright Angel Hotel. This was completed in 

1926 and two years later a rigid suspension bridge was built across the
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river, replacing an old swinging bridge. Just up Bright Angel Creek on 

the north side of the river, Phantom Ranch was constructed to provide 

accommodations for mule riders and hikers. In 1936 the River Trail was 

blasted out of the solid rock of the Inner Gorge by the Civilian Con

servation Corps to connect the Kaibab and Bright Angel Trails (Hughes 

1967).

The route of the North Kaibab Trail was first improved as a 

rough trail in 1902 by Francois Emile Matthes, creator of the Grand 

Canyon's first topographic map, an artistic masterpiece. The rugged 

route followed Bright Angel Creek from its head to the river, with 94 

creek crossings. This has been improved many times since with rigid 

steel bridges added, and in 1927 the section from the current trailhead 

down Roaring Springs Canyon to the old trail was completed. This cross- 

Canyon route is the only one that continues to be maintained by the 

Park Service.

Although the South Kaibab Trail is one of the steepest of Canyon 

trails, it is wide and safe and offers spectacular views up and down 

the Canyon, since the route for much of the way descends a prominent 

ridge. The loop trip down the Kaibab and up the Bright Angel has become 

very popular, as has the cross-Canyon trip on the South and North Kaibab 

Trails.

The Nankoweap

The Nankoweap Trail was built under the direction of John Wesley 

Powell in 1882 for a geological survey by Charles Doolittle Walcott.

The route is long and rugged and infrequently used. In early days the
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route was very popular with horsethieves, renegades, and bootleggers 

(McKee 1933). A relatively easy place to cross the river midway between 

the Nankoweap and Tanner Trails offered an obscure route of travel for 

such outlaws between northern Arizona and southern Utah. Because the 

trail leads to a very open section of the Canyon, with many accessible 

side canyons, the route has recently become increasingly popular for 

those desiring hikes of extended length.

The Tanner

Extending from Lipan Point near Desert View to the river at the 

mouth of Tanner Wash, the route of the old Tanner Trail was purportedly 

used by a band of Navajos under Old Begonia to escape from Kit Carson's 

soldiers during the great Navajo roundup in the 1860's (McCormick 1932). 

The old Indian trail was improved by Seth Tanner, Fred Bunker, and Lewis 

Bedlias in 1889 in order to work mining claims along the river (McKee 

1933). A year later Ben Beamer rebuilt an old Indian dwelling at the 

junction of the Colorado and the Little Colorado Rivers. One can still 

follow the route, now called the Beamer Trail, connecting this junction 

with the Tanner Trail. The Canyon is very open at the foot of the 

Tanner, allowing one to walk up and down the river beaches for several 

miles in either direction, a feature not shared by most other routes.

The New Hance

John Hance was one of the Canyon's most colorful characters. 

Arriving around 1883 he soon realized the potential of providing for 

the growing number of tourists. He constructed a trail leading down 

Hance Creek from a point east of Grandview Point and maintained a ranch
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with guest accommodations on the rim. He came to be known far and wide 

as a great host and story-teller and was immortalized by William "Bucky" 

O'Neill: "God made the Canyon, John Hance the trails. Without the 

other, neither would be complete" (Woods 1899, p. 64). Another wrote: 

"Next to the Grand Canyon, Captain John Hance and his trail are two of 

the greatest wonders of the world" (Woods, p. 103).

After rockslides wiped out most of his trail, he built a new 

one in 1894 further to the east, reaching the river at the mouth of Red 

Canyon. This is the route currently known as the New Hance, or simply 

Hance, Trail. At the foot of the trail one is able to camp on beautiful 

sandy beaches or sand dunes with the roar of Hance Rapids in the back

ground.

The Grandview

Just to the west of Hance Creek and two thousand feet below the 

rim is Horseshoe Mesa, a prominent landform dotted with old copper 

mines. In order to ship out ore on muleback, Peter D. Berry, who had 

located one of the richest claims, William H. Ashurst, John Marshall, 

C.H. McClure, and Thomas Friar constructed a trail from Grandview Point 

to the mesa in 1892 and 1893 (James 1910, Verkamp 1940). Several struc

tures were located on the mesa to provide for the mine workers. Like 

other miners Berry realized much income could be generated from tourism. 

In 1895 he built the Grandview Hotel near the head of the trail and ex

tended the trail to the river. Although the El Tovar and Bright Angel 

Hotels fifteen miles to the west eventually put the hotel out of busi

ness, the trail remains. Much of the remarkable log cribbing and stone



paving is still very evident. Because it is only four miles from the 

rim to the mesa, and due to the added attractions of the abandoned mines 

and mine shacks and a natural limestone cavern, the Grandview Trail has 

become increasingly popular. For those with small amounts of time de

siring panoramic vistas and the opportunity for many little side trips, 

the trail is ideal.

The Clear Creek

The next major tributary canyon upstream from Bright Angel Creek 

on the north side of the river is Clear Creek. This area had been ex

plored without the benefit of a trail by Emery and Ellsworth Kolb around 

1908 after the discovery of the Canyon's highest waterfall, Cheyava 

Falls, now usually dry. In 1935 the Civilian Conservation Corps fin

ished a trail from Phantom Ranch on Bright Angel Creek nine miles east 

to Clear Creek. The trail has remained in reasonably good shape and is 

used by many who wish a two day detour off the heavily traveled maino
trails.

The Hermit

Because the Sante Fe Railroad was unable to gain control of the 

Bright Angel Trail for the use of visitors to its hotels at the South 

Rim, they built the West Rim Drive and commenced construction on a new 

trail eight miles west of the Bright Angel Hotel. This was completed 

to Hermit Creek in 1912, and a tourist camp was built there to accommo

date Fred Harvey mule trips. This facility was operated until 1930, 

when removal of the toll and construction of Phantom Ranch on the Bright 

Angel Trail made it unnecessary. The Hermit Trail has remained in
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remarkably good condition over the years and is recommended by rangers 

as the first wilderness trail one should attempt after becoming seasoned 

on the Bright Angel and Kaibab Trails. For this reason, and due to the 

natural beauty of Hermit Creek and the rapids at the mouth of the creek, 

far more people use this route than any of the other wilderness trails.

The Boucher

Louis D. Boucher, the "hermit” for whom the Hermit Trail is 

named, arrived at the Canyon around 1891 and established a camp at Drip

ping Springs just to the west of the present Hermit Trail. He built a 

trail from the spring to the river at Boucher Creek, and there estab

lished a copper mine, a very large orchard and a camp with several 

cabins. The mine was never too successful and he moved on to Utah 

around 1910 (Hughes 1967). Although the trail survives, it is much more 

rugged and steeper than the Hermit, Grandview, or Tanner Trails. How

ever many find the loop trip down the Boucher and up the Hermit to be an 

excellent two or three day trip with many scenic attractions.

The Bass

William Wallace Bass was one of the first settlers of the Grand 

Canyon region and the first to raise a family on the rim. Arriving from 

Williams in 1883, he built his camp near Havasupai Point, about twenty- 

five miles west of the present-day Grand Canyon Village. With the de

sire to share the Canyon with as many people as possible, he soon built 

a trail to the river and established a regular stagecoach line from Ash 

Fork, Arizona. Building a cable across the river and improving an old 

prospector's trail up Shinumo and White Creeks to the north rim (now
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called the North Bass Trail) allowed him to take tourists on cross- 

Canyon trips (Hughes 1967). This route was used to guide many to the 

north rim to hunt mountain lion. Today the South Bass Trail is in rea

sonably good shape but is reached only by a rugged thirty mile road from 

the main village so is not heavily used. The Ntirth Bass trailhead is 

also far from good paved roads, and the trail is for long stretches 

almost indiscernible. Despite the beauty of Shinumo Creek, and the river 

at its mouth the trail is one of the least frequented.

The Thunder River

Thunder River, a half mile long series of cascades flowing into 

Tapeats Creek, is one of the most beautiful places in the Grand Canyon. 

Lush vegetation along the stream and high waterfalls set in a red rock 

canyon make it a magnificent sight. Prospectors built a trail into the 

' general area following a rumor of placer gold in the Colorado River bed

(Sutton and Sutton 1970). Clarence Dutton used this trail in 1880 when 

he was surveying the north rim area, but his route probably took him to 

the mouth of Deer Creek, another tributary three miles downstream from 

Tapeats Creek. In 1926 the National Forest Service built the present 

trail from Little Saddle to the falls at Thunder River. Use has in

creased greatly over the last several years, not only by hikers, but by 

river runners, many of whom stop to make the three mile trip up Tapeats 

Creek from the river to view the falls. Deer. Creek and Stone Creek, the 

latter just upstream from Tapeats Creek, are both accessible by short 

spur trails off the Thunder River Trail. Since each has a good perma

nent flow of water, pools, and waterfalls, these are popular side trips.
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The Sowatts Trail, leading into Kanab Creek from a point northwest of 

Little Saddle, offers the possibility of a long wilderness loop trip 

down Kanab Creek, along the Colorado River to Deer and Tapeats Creeks, 

and up the Thunder River Trail, a hike that passes many places of extra

ordinary natural beauty.

Trail Use and Management

Data on number of visitors on each trail in the Canyon are very 

difficult to find. Since 1972 the number of user days in the back- 

country has been recorded, but this has not been subdivided by trail.

An historical record of use is even more impossible to assemble. From 

an old letter one finds the following numbers of people on the Bright

Angel Trail (Tillotson 1937):

1933 12,725

.1934 17,483

1935 20,515

1936 20,607

In 1975 approximately 50,000 user nights (one person staying one night) 

were accounted for at the Bright Angel and Kaibab Trail campgrounds 

(U.S.D.I., National Park Service 1975), but without knowledge of the 

average length of stay of each party one cannot know what number of 

people this represents. The estimate of 175,000 (U.S.D.I., National 

Park Service 1976a, p. 9) users annually includes not only campers, but 

mule riders and day users as well.
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Information about the backcountry trails is still more scanty. 

At the bottom of the Thunder River Trail there was formerly a trail 

register which showed the following early use (Schmitz 1948):

1936 4

1937 5

1938 5

1939 4

1940-46 0

1947 11

1948 19

There is even less information about the other trails.

For several years visitors have been required to fill out a per

mit before using any of the wilderness trails. Fortunately the permits 

have been saved for most years since about 1969. Only by going through 

these permits can one learn anything of visitation patterns on the 

Canyon's backcountry trails. The total number of hikers on each trail 

during each month of 1975 is shown in Table 1.

One can see that the Hermit Trail receives by far the most use 

of any of the wilderness trails, with 43.5% of the total backcountry 

trail users. The heaviest period of use of Grand Canyon wilderness 

trails comes in the spring months, with a sharp decline in the hot 

summer months.

Because the number of hikers increased so dramatically in the 

late 1960's and early 1970's, use limits were established on each of the 

Grand Canyon trails in 1972. Park managers felt that hiker impact on 

the natural environment would become a serious problem if unlimited use



Table 1. Number of persons using each trail during the months of 1975.

These data were obtained by the author by going through all of the wilderness permits for 1975. Where 
a loop trip was made, that is going down one trail and coming up another, the number was recorded 
under the trail of descent.

MONTH
Trail Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total Percent

Hermit 180 117 479 441 396 348 300 227 132 252 225 159 3256 43.5

Grandview 37 65 192 145 239 68 59 48 34 92 164 77 1220 16.3

Clear Creek 76 17 94 57 60 61 50 21 26 39 74 72 647 8.6

Tanner 31 31 160 34 74 30 28 3 12 34 53 39 529 7.1

Boucher 17 16 110 73 78 29 24 11 5 34 55 27 479 6.4

Thunder River 0 0 0 22 122 89 28 28 33 66 53 4 445 5.9

New Hance 11 8 109 49 61 28 5 29 13 34 29 17 393 . 5.2

South Bass 4 0 34 18 50 23 6 6 3 17 23 25 209 2.8

Nankoweap 0 0 0 18 7 6 2 16 2 18 3 0 72 1.0

North Bass 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 3 1 3 0 0 13 .2

Off Trail 0 2 33 19 36 29 13 13 22 5 36 5 213 2.8

TOTAL 356 256 1211 876 1123 715 517 405 283 594 715 425 7476 100.0
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were allowed. The actual numbers they chose were internal decisions 

based on the best judgments of park rangers, resource managers, and unit 

supervisors, a common process in arriving at carrying capacities (Greist 

1976). The trail limits very likely reflect purist-oriented attitudes. 

In studies comparing the views of managers and users, managers have been 

found to possess rather strong feelings about preserving the attributes 

of wilderness, one of which is minimum visitation and human impact 

(Hendee and Harris 1970, Peterson 1974).

Overnight use on the Bright Angel and Kaibab Trails is restrict

ed by limiting the number staying in each of the four campgrounds at any 

one time. On the backcountry trails only a certain number of people can 

leave each trailhead in any given day. For most of the trails the limit 

is 16 persons per day. On the Hermit, the limit is 25, and on the Clear 

Creek and Thunder River Trails the limit is 20 (U.S.D.I., National Park 

Service 1974b). In actual practice the backcountry reservation office 

restricts all trails to 15 persons per day. In addition, group size is 

limited on all trails to 15 persons. According to the Backcountry Use 

and Operations Plan (U.S.D.I., National Park Service 1974b, Appendix), 

"the purpose of this system is two-fold: to protect each area of canyon

backcountry from overuse and to guarantee the user a certain degree of 

'wilderness experience.1"



CHAPTER 4

METHODOLOGY

Selecting and developing the proper instrument for data collec

tion is the most important, as well as the most difficult, step in 

carrying out a project designed to measure environmental perception.

To discover characteristics, motivations, and attitudes a questionnaire 

is the appropriate choice. Once the research tool has been developed 

one must decide upon the best method of administration. Determining 

the particular segment of the population to be studied, in this case 

Grand Canyon hikers, and establishing a proper means for choosing a 

representative sample are the next logical steps. After the entire 

process of data collection has been completed, decisions must be made 

regarding the analysis of the results.

Questionnaire Development

In formulating the questionnaire several objectives were kept 

in mind. Brevity and clarity were of utmost importance. Additionally 

the ordering of the questions was thought to be effective in capturing 

and holding the respondent's interest, inviting him to complete the 

questionnaire. Finally the decision was made very early to borrow many 

of the questions from previous wilderness studies to enhance compara

bility.

After initial thought and development the questionnaire was re

viewed by National Park Service personnel and members of the author's
32
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thesis committee. Following many modifications the form was admin

istered to several experienced Grand Canyon hikers who recommended a 

few additional changes. The final form, reduced to four pages plus a 

cover letter, is reproduced in Appendix B.

The first few questions, requesting party size, length of stay, 

and information concerning previous Canyon hiking experience, introduced 

the respondent to the questionnaire. The following two open-ended ques

tions, perhaps the most difficult to answer for many hikers, asked for 

the two or three most important reasons for doing a hike in the Grand 

Canyon and the reasons for choosing the particular trail. A series of 

twenty-six statements to which respondents registered agreement or dis

agreement on a five-point scale (strongly agree, agree, no opinion, 

disagree, strongly disagree) measured attitudes and preferences. On 

the third page the list of reasons for being in the wilderness (used by 

ORRRC 1962) provided a check and comparison on the open-ended motiva

tion questions. On the bottom of the page is a list of things which 

could detract from the wilderness experience. Respondents checked 

whether each was noticed, was found to be annoying, or was felt to 

seriously interfere with their enjoyment of the wilderness. Socio

economic characteristics were elicited last because it was felt that 

respondents would not mind filling out a few brief personal questions 

after already completing the rest of the questionnaire.

Method of Administration and Selection of Sample 

Initially it was planned to survey hikers on several Grand Can

yon trails in person during the summer of 1976. This was before the
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data had been tabulated (Table 1) which showed that the summer was an 

off-season period. The Hermit and Thunder River Trails were done and 

eight days were required to collect only twenty-three questionnaires.

On some of the less frequented trails a week or more could have passed 

without seeing a single hiker. Therefore the decision was made to com

plete most of the survey by mail using names and addresses collected 

from the wilderness permits.

Mail surveys increase randomness and lower costs significantly 

(Lucas and Oltman 1971). Results from interviews, handed-out question

naires, and mailed forms differ very little (Shafer and Hamilton 1967, 

Peterson and Lime 1973). Home responses tend to be slightly less nega

tive toward undesirable conditions and more positive toward desirable 

conditions, but differences are slight (Peterson and Lime 1973). The 

results of the present study showed no statistically significant dif

ferences between trail responses and home responses, so the two were 

tabulated together.

Seven four-day periods (Friday night through Monday night) were 

selected between Memorial Day and Labor Day, 1976, and questionnaires 

were sent to every individual who was on a wilderness trail during any 

of those four days. The selection of such periods was made to minimize 

possible bias between weekend and weekday users. Four days also seemed 

to be the optimum amount of time to spend on each trail collecting 

forms in person, and the desire was to keep the field and mail samples 

as comparable as possible.

The forms were mailed two to three weeks following the hike.

A stamped addressed envelope was included to facilitate response. A
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total of 379 were mailed, of which 45 (11.9 percent) were returned by 

the post office. This unusually high failure rate was partially at

tributable to the great difficulty in deciphering many of the hand

written permits. Of those questionnaires properly received, 235 were 

returned, representing a 70.4 percent response rate. Other studies 

have found similarly high response rates, indicative of the users' very 

high interest in expressing their attitudes about wilderness management.

The forms collected in the field were distributed at places 

along the trails where it was felt that hikers would be glad to stop 

and rest and, while doing so, fill out a questionnaire. Interviewing 

was rejected for two reasons. The first was the possibility of inter

viewer bias. The second was that a personal interview would only have 

allowed time for one member of each party to be surveyed. This would 

have substantially decreased the possible number of forms collected. 

Additionally, if just the leader was surveyed, as has been done in some 

cases, significantly biased results were likely to occur (Wenger and 

Gregerson 1964, Jubenville 1971). Therefore every member of each party 

ascending the trail was handed a form and asked to fill it out. De

spite the fact that the average time spent was twenty to thirty minutes, 

only one or two hikers refused.

The Bright Angel presented a special problem. Permits are re

quired for the campgrounds, but names and addresses are not requested. 

Therefore a mail survey was impossible. Instead the first twenty or so 

backpackers coming up the trail were surveyed each day for four days. 

The total number of questionnaires collected is a very small proportion 

of total use, but the main objective was to use these results for



comparative purposes. The sample was considered sufficiently large 

with this goal in mind.
Table 2 shows the number of people surveyed on each of the 

trails. Also shown is the percentage of users on each of the wilder

ness trails in 1975 (from Table 1). The proportion of the sample from 

each trail is similar to the proportion of total use for 1975. Unfor

tunately the Clear Creek and South Bass Trails were poorly represented, 

and the Nankoweap was not represented at all. These trails are long 

and hot and seldom used during the summer months.

Limitations

One of the weaknesses of this study is that most of the sample 

was taken from an off-season period. Ninety-six responses were re

ceived for the first four-day period over Memorial Day weekend. This 

was judged to be the end of the busy spring season. Each of the remain

ing periods yielded only twenty to thirty responses. There were no 

statistically significant differences between this sample and the sum

mer sample. Failure to sample through the whole year may have produced 

considerable bias. Limitation of time and money precluded a more 

thorough sampling job.

Assuming that the sample has been selected in a reasonable 

fashion, the major limitation to a study measuring perception is the 

degree to which a questionnaire measures people's real attitudes and 

the extent to which the expressed attitudes reflect behavior patterns. 

Most people have difficulty articulating environmental preferences 

(Mercer 1971). Even if preferences can be expressed there is evidence
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Table 2. Number of hikers surveyed on each trail.

Trail Frequency Percent
Percentage of Use on 
Each Trail for 1975

Hermit 113 44.0 43.5

Grandview 34 13.2 16.3

Thunder River 33 12.8 5.9

Boucher 25 9.7 6.4

Tanner 20 7.8 7.1

Hance 15 5.8 5.2

Clear Creek 12 4.7 8.6

North Bass 4 1.6 0.2

South Bass 1 0.4 2.8

Total 257 100.0

Bright Angel 77

that attitudes change very rapidly and may not be a major cause of be

havior (Tittle and Hill 1967, Wicker 1969, Hancock 1973, Heberlein 

1973). However, if the assumption is not made that attitudes will de

termine behavior, and if the data are only used for descriptive pur

poses, polling preferences can still be a valuable tool.

Methods of Analysis

The first step in analyzing the data was to code answers to all 

questions so that results could be tabulated with the aid of a computer 

program. The particular programs used were from the Statistical



Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). A general frequencies program 

gave overall results to each individual question.

Following this step many variables were recoded into categories, 

including motivation, occupation, age, education, and state of residence. 

This enabled a crosstabulation of results, whereby one variable could be 

selected and responses registered to each question by categories within 

that variable. Hence, differences in responses could be measured based 

on differences in trail taken, Canyon hiking experience, motivation, 

and many of the socioeconomic characteristics.
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CHAPTER 5

THE WILDERNESS HIKER IN GRAND CANYON

Overall tabulation of the results to each question allows a 

detailed evaluation of the wilderness user. Data presented in this 

chapter fall into four categories: party size and length of stay,

characteristics of the user, motivations, and attitudes. The charac

teristics, attitudes, and preferences of Grand Canyon hikers are com

pared to those of users in different wilderness areas as reported in 

previous research. If variation exists among the trails, findings are 

rendered in tabular form. All of the data discussed are significant at 

or beyond the five percent level. Results to each individual question 

on the questionnaire are contained in Appendix C. In most cases re

sponses to the attitude statements were reduced from five categories to 

three— agree, disagree, and no opinion— to improve the significance of 

the results. Where variation in the extreme categories was important, 

these responses are also shown.

Party Size and Length of Stay

The average party size on the wilderness trails was 3.5. How

ever the distribution is skewed (Table 3). The most common group sizes 

were two and three persons, and almost seventy percent of all persons 

surveyed were in groups of three or less. Only 2.4 percent were in 

groups of ten or more. Distribution on the Bright Angel Trail was 

similar.
39
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Table 3. Party size.

Wilderness Trails Bright Angel Trail
Party Size Percent (N) Percent (N)

1 11.9 (30) 7.8 (6)

2 31.7 (80) 39.0 (30)

3 25.4 (64) 15.6 (12)

4 6.7 (17) 23.4 (18)

5 10.7 (27) 7.8 (6)

6 2.8 (7) 6.5 (5)

7 3.6 (9) 0

8 0.8 (2) 0

9 4.0 (10) 0

Over 10 2.4 (6) 0

The mean length of a backpacking trip was 3.6 days on the wil

derness trails and 2.6 days on the Bright Angel Trail. There was a 

distinct tendency for longer trips on the wilderness trails (Table 4). 

The only difference among the wilderness trails was that there were far 

fewer trips of five days or more on the Hermit Trail than on the other 

trails. Otherwise distributions were similar.

Characteristics of the User

Over three-fourths of the backcountry trail hikers surveyed 

were male. On the Bright Angel Trail the ratio was less than two to 

one, a significant difference (Table 5). On the more rugged trails 

(Boucher, Hance, Tanner and Bass) almost 85 percent were male.
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Table 4. Length of trip.

Wilderness Trails Bright Angel Trail
Number of Days Percent (N) Percent (N)

2 22.6 (57) 68.8 (53)

3 36.9 (93) 15.6 (12)

4 17.9 (45) 3.9 (3)

5 9.1 (23) 10.4 (8)

6 or more 13.5 (34) 1.3 a)

Table 5. Sex.

Sex
Wilderness Trails 

Percent (N)
Bright Angel Trail 

Percent (N)

Male 77.4 (192) 62.5 (45)

Female 22.6 (56) 37.5 (27)

The mean age on backcountry trails was 27, and on the Bright 

Angel Trail 23. Although one-fourth of backcountry trail users were 

over 30, only 7.9 percent were over 40 and 2.9 percent over 50 

(Table 6).

Wilderness users are typically very well educated compared to 

the U.S. population as a whole. On the backcountry trails a very high 

35.7 percent had completed at least one year of graduate study. The 

high percentage of persons with twelve or less years was partially due 

to the number of persons surveyed who were eighteen or under and still
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Table 6. Age.

Age
Wilderness Trails 

Percent (N)
Bright Angel Trail 

Percent (N)

18 or less 7.9 (19) 21.9 (16)

19-21 19.1 (46) 19.2 (14)

22-24 19.9 (48) 24.7 (18)

25-29 28.2 (68) 26.0 (19)

30 or more 24.9 (60) 8.2 (6)

Table 7. Education.

Number of Years 
Completed

Wilderness Trails 
Percent (N)

Bright Angel Trail 
Percent (N)

12 or less 14.9 (36) 30.1 (22)

13-16 49.4 (119) 57.5 (42)

17 or more 35.7 (86) 12.3 (9)

in high school. The mean number of years completed for wilderness 

trail users was 15.6, several years more than the average for the U.S. 

population.

Over one-third of the hikers surveyed were students. Of the 

non-students almost fifty percent were professionals. On the wilderness 

trails there was a slightly higher percentage of persons with profes

sional occupations and a lower percentage of persons with no occupation 

than on the Bright Angel Trail (Table 8).
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Table 8. Occupation.

Wilderness Trails Bright Angel Trail
Occupational Category Percent (N) Percent (N)

Student 36.8 (88) 33.3 (24)

Professional 28.9 (69) 20.8 (15)

Technical 7.5 (18) 6.9 (5)

Laborer 13.4 (32) 16.7 (12)

Other 7.1 (17) 2.8 (2)

None 6.3 (15) 19.4 (14)

In light of the high education and percentage of persons with 

professional occupations it is not surprising that almost one-third of 

the wilderness hikers earned $10,000 or more. The high number of per

sons with low incomes is explained mostly by the high proportion of 

students. Of the non-students over half earned more than $10,000 and 

almost one-fourth earned over $20,000. Hikers on the Bright Angel 

Trail had slightly lower incomes (Table 9).

Over three-fourths of the hikers had vacations of more than two 

weeks (Table 10). Sixty percent of the students and almost fifty per

cent of the professionals had vacations of four weeks or more.

Place of residence was requested in question 43. Hikers in the 

Grand Canyon come from all over the world. From this sample thirty- 

seven states and four foreign countries were represented. Only 

twenty-five percent were from Arizona. To facilitate data analysis, 

states were divided into somewhat arbitrary regions, and cities were
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Table 9. Income.

Income Category
Wilderness Trails 

Percent (N)
Bright Angel Trail 

Percent (N)

Less than 5,000 50.4 (120) 55.1 (38)

5,000-7,999 10.9 (26) 14.5 (10)

8,000-9,999 7.1 (17) 11.6 (8)

10,000-14,999 11.8 (28) 10.1 (7)

15,000-19,999 6.7 (16) 5.8 (4)

More than 20,000 13.0 (31) 2.9 (2)

Table 10. Vacation time.

Wilderness Trails Bright Angel Trail
Percent (N) Percent (N)

1-2 weeks 23.5 (56) 25.7 (18)

3 weeks 19.7 (47) 24.3 (17)
4 weeks 22.7 (54) 10.0 (7)
5-7 weeks 14.7 (35) 15.7 (ID
2 months or more 19.3 (46) 24.3 (17)

grouped into distinct categories by population. In Table 11 the South

west includes Nevada, Utah, Colorado, and New Mexico. One can see that 

there is a distinct difference in the "Elsewhere” category. The pro

portion of people who live farther away was much higher on the Bright 

Angel Trail than on the wilderness trails.
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Table 11. Place of residence.

Place of Residence
Wilderness Trails 

Percent (N)
Bright Angel Trail 

Percent (N)

Arizona 30.2 (76) 9.1 (7)
California 24.6 (62) 3.9 (3)
Southwest 12.3 (31) 6.5 (5)
Elsewhere 32.9 (83) 80.5 (62)

A very high percentage of trail users came from large cities. 

This was true for the Bright Angel Trail as well (Table 12).

Almost two-thirds of the hikers spent their first eighteen 

years either in a large city or a suburb. The values in Table 13 com

pare very favorably with those in Table 12, indicating that most wil

derness users live in and were brought up in an urban area.

Three questions attempted to measure a degree of commitment to 

wilderness, as well as general and specific hiking experience. Table 14 

shows the number and percentage of hikers who belong to an outdoor club 

or conservation group. More hikers on the wilderness trails were club 

or organization members than those on the Bright Angel Trail. Many 

organizations were named, including the Sierra Club, Wilderness Society, 

National Audubon Society, Friends of the Earth, National Wildlife Feder

ation, and Nature Conservancy, as well as many college outing and hiking 

clubs.

The mean annual number of hikes taken by wilderness trail users 

was 7.4, while for the Bright Angel Trail user the mean was 4.6. On
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Table 12. City of residence.

Wilderness Trails Bright Angel Trail
Size Category . . Percent (N) Percent (N)

Under 2,000 18.3 (46) 12.7 (9)
2,000-10,000 6.0 (15) 7.0 (5)

10,000-25,000 10.0 (25) 11.3 (8)

25,000-100,000 25.9 (65) 22.5 (16)

Over 100,000 39.8 (100) 46.5 (33)

Table 13. Place of residence as a youth.

Wilderness Trails Bright Angel Trail
Place Category Percent'(N) Percent (N)

Rural 13.9 (33) 10.0 (7)

Small Town 20.2 (48) 20.0 (14)

City 31.5 (75) 35.7 (25)

Suburb 34.5 (82) 34.3 (24)

Table 14. Membership in outdoor club or conservation group.

In Club or Group

Yes

NO

Wilderness Trails 
Percent (N)

24.3 (58)

Bright Angel Trail 
Percent (N)

11.3 (8)
75.7 (181) 88.7 (63)
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the backcountry trails over half of the hikers took four or more hiking 

trips during an average year and on the Bright Angel less than one- 

third took this many. Little variation was detected among the sepa

rate wilderness trails (Table 15).

Finally respondents were asked to indicate how many previous 

hikes they had done in the Grand Canyon, and how many of these had been 

on wilderness trails. A higher percentage of hikers on the wilderness 

trails than on the Bright Angel Trail had taken previous hikes in the 

Canyon (Table 16). Similar results are shown in Table 17. Those on the 

Hermit Trail generally had more Canyon hiking experience than hikers on 

the Bright Angel Trail, and those on the other wilderness trails had 

done more Canyon hiking than Hermit Trail users. Over twenty-five per

cent of those on backcountry trails had already been down the trail at 

least once before, significantly more than on the Bright Angel Trail 

(Table 18). Percentages were almost identical on each of the wilderness 

trails.

Table 15. Annual number of hiking trips.

Number of Hikes
Wilderness Trails 

Percent (N)
Bright Angel Trail 

Percent (N)

0-1 15.6 (35) 37.9 (25)

2-4 35.6 (80) 31.7 (21)

5-9 23.1 (52) 19.8 (7)

10 or more 25.8 (58) 10.6 (13)
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Table 16. Number of previous Canyon hiking trips.

Number of Trips
Bright Angel 
Percent (N)

Hermit 
Percent (N)

Other Trails 
Percent (N)

0 83.1 (64) 42.9 (48) 25.7 (36)
1-2 14.3 (ID 23.2 (26) 16.1 (23)

3-5 2.6 (2) 19.6 (22) 29.6 (41)

6 or more oo (0) 14.3 (16) 28.6 (40)

Table 17. Number of previous Canyon hiking trips on wilderness trails.

Bright Angel Hermit Other Trails
Number of Trips Percent (N) Percent (N) Percent (N)

0 94.8 (73) 69.6 (78) 37.2 (52)

1-2 5.2 (4) 15.2 (17) 30.0 (42)

3-5 0.0 (0) 8.9 (10) 17.1 (24)

6 or more 0.0 (0) 6.3 (7) 15.7 (22)

Table 18. Previous experience on same trail.

Bright Angel Trail Wilderness Trails
Down Trail or Not Percent (N) Percent (N)

Yes 9.1 (7) 25.8 (65)

No 90.9 (70) 74.2 (187)
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Comparison of Characteristics with Previous Studies 

A predominantly young, male, well-educated user from an urban 

environment has been found to be the typical visitor to many wilderness 

areas (ORRRC 1962, Hendee et al. 1968, Murray 1974, Fazio 1974). The 

mean age of Grand Canyon hikers was slightly lower, as was the propor

tion of people over 35, than in some forest wilderness areas, probably 

due to the particularly strenuous nature of a Canyon hiking trip. The 

high percentage of hikers who had done some previous Canyon hiking (65 

percent) was also unusual, but not surprising since at least one member 

of each party is generally required to have been on the Bright Angel 

Trail before descending one of the more difficult wilderness trails.

In wilderness areas in the Northwest Hendee et al. (1968) found 

that there was an equal number of persons brought up in cities, rural 

areas and small towns, whereas at Grand Canyon, two-thirds of the re

spondents grew up in cities or in suburbs of large cities. This result 

corresponds more closely to the ORRRC (1962) report which classified a 

majority of wilderness users as city bred. The high proportion of users 

living in an urban environment, almost two-thirds in cities of over 

25,000, agrees with the results found by ORRRC (1962) and with those 

found in Rocky Mountain National Park (Fazio 1974).

Degree of commitment to the wilderness ethic was measured to some 

degree by discovering what percentage belongs to outdoor clubs and con

servation groups. One-fourth said they were members of one or the 

other, slightly lower than in other studies. ORRRC (1962) found a 

thirty-five percent membership rate, while Hendee et al. (1968) found 

that thirty percent were club or group members.
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Motivations

Motivations were measured using two methods. One involved pre

senting a list of reasons for being in the wilderness, and asking wheth

er each was very important, fairly important, or not at all important in 

the hiker's decision to undertake a wilderness trip in the Grand Canyon. 

The list used was identical to that of the ORRRC (1962) study in order 

to compare results and provide a check to see if the list is still 

valid. Another method of measuring motivation was to ask for the two 

or three main reasons for doing a hike in the Grand Canyon. A similar 

question requested the reasons for choosing the particular trail taken.

Table 19 contains the results to the structured motivation 

question. The ORRRC (1962) results are also shown, along with those of 

Lewis (1971), who used the same list in the Superstition Wilderness 

Area east of Phoenix, Arizona. Considering just the percentage of 

those who thought each was very important, observing the beauty of 

nature and getting away from civilization were the two most important 

reasons for doing a hike in the Grand Canyon. These results are iden

tical to the ORRRC and Lewis studies. These two reasons may be equated 

with a desire to see the Canyon from a different perspective other than 

from the rim and to escape the crowds, traffic, and congestion in the 

Village and on the rim drives. The third and fourth most important rea

sons were gaining a feeling of harmony with nature and getting away from 

crowds of people.

The two reasons rated next in importance introduced entirely 

different motivations. Keeping healthy through vigorous activity sug

gests the importance of challenge and physical exertion. The desire to
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Table 19. Motivations.

Motivation: Degree of Importance
Grand Canyon 

Percent
ORRRC
Percent

Lewis
Percent

To observe the beauty of nature
Very important 91.6 81 89
Fairly important 8.4 19 11
Not important 0.0 0 0

To get away from the sights, sounds, 
and smells of civilization
Very important 70.9 61 74
Fairly important 24.7 33 24
Not important 4.4 6 2

To enjoy the easy-going companionship 
of camp life
Very important 32.3 36 35
Fairly important 38.6 46 39
Not important 29.1 18 26

To breathe fresh air and drink 
pure water
Very important 49.0 35 65
Fairly important 39.0 41 30
Not important 12.0 24 5

To experience the thrill of facing 
the dangers of the wild
Very important 24.7 7 13
Fairly important 35.9 23 35
Not important 39.4 70 52

To have a change of pace, to do 
something different
Very important 48.4 47 54
Fairly important 41.2 41 43
Not important 10.4 12 3

To get away from the demands of 
the work-a-day world
Very important 44.3 57 63
Fairly important 43.0 31 < 30
Not important 12.7 12 7

To live in a primitive way by 
camping out
Very important 35.9 27 31
Fairly important 38.2 48 46
Not important 25.9 25 23

To be alone for awhile
Very important 52.6 34 56
Fairly important 33.9 35 35
Not important 13.5 31 9



Table 19. Continued

Motivation: Degree of Importance Grand Canyon ORRRC Lewis

To keep healthy through vigorous 
outdoor activity
Very important 55.0 39 61
Fairly important 34.7 39 33
Not important 10.3 22 6

To explore uncharted areas of 
the wild
Very important 29.1 22 33
Fairly important 34.3 33 46
Not important 36.7 45 21

To gain a sense of communion 
with God

Very important 24.3 32 38
Fairly important 19.9 49 45
Not important 55.8 29 17

To take it easy
Very important 22.3 20 25
Fairly important 29.9 23 41
Not important 47.8 57 34

To experience the feeling of
being able to survive on my 
own in the wild

Very important 29.5 19 22
Fairly important 44.2 31 43
Not important 26.3 50 35

To get rid of tensions
Very important 33.9 36 48
Fairly important 38.6 40 39
Not important 27.5 24 13

To be far away from crowds 
of people

Very important 55.4 43 67
Fairly important 33.1 38 28
Not important 11.6 19 5

To gain a feeling of harmony 
with nature

Very important 59.7 38 48
Fairly important 28.7 47 46
Not important 11.6 15 6

To restore my health
Very important 20.3 5 22
Fairly important 26.7 19 32
Not important 53.0 76 46
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Table 19. Continued.

Motivation: Degree of Importance Grand Canyon ORRRC Lewis

To be able to spend lots of time 
with my family

Very important 12.0 27 35 
Fairly important 15.9 15 28 
Not important 72.1 58 37

be alone for awhile implies that many are seeking solitude. Both were 

considered very important to a much greater proportion of hikers in the 

Canyon than those surveyed by ORRRC.

To breathe fresh air and drink pure water, to have a change of 

pace, and to get away from the demands of the work-a-day world were 

also rated very important for many wilderness hikers. All of these 

were placed in a broad "exit civilization" category by the ORRRC in

vestigators. Escaping civilization and enjoying the beauty of nature, 

in this case the beauty of the Grand Canyon, are by far the most impor

tant reasons for doing a wilderness hike. Similar results have been 

found by Merriam (1964), Catton and Hendee (1968), and Lime and Cushwa 

(1969).

An open-ended question at the beginning of the questionnaire 

tested the validity of the ORRRC motivation list by allowing respon

dents to describe in their own words why they chose to hike in the Grand 

Canyon and why they selected the particular trail they were using. 

Hopefully people filled this out before reaching the list of reasons 

on the third page of the questionnaire. Undoubtedly a small percentage
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answered all the "easy" closed questions and then returned to fill in 

the more difficult to answer open questions.

As expected there was a broad range of responses to the first 

question asking for the two or three main reasons for doing a hike in 

the Grand Canyon. A few (about three percent) wrote nothing, some 

wrote two or three words, and others described in a paragraph their 

love of the Canyon, their desire to enjoy the beauty of the Inner Can

yon, the wish to "enjoy the depths of time I feel there," to "search 

for peace and equanimity in the timeless Canyon," or for the "moving 

picture sensation of walking through a landscape." Although many 

answers were unique, a large majority fit into about thirty categories. 

Considering only the reasons listed most often, scenery or beauty, 

challenge, and the desire to see the Canyon from the inside or from a 

different perspective were the three most important reasons for hiking 

in the Grand Canyon. Escaping civilization and solitude were listed as 

one of the three main reasons by only a few. On the Bright Angel Trail 

the desire to see the Grand Canyon from the inside, scenery or beauty, 

challenge, and the opportunity to enjoy a new experience were rated 

most important (Table 20).

For the second question, asking for the two or three main rea

sons for choosing the particular trail, again a wide variety of re

sponses was registered, but fewer major categories emerged. The rea

son mentioned most often by wilderness trail users was because the 

trail was off the beaten path and was less traveled (Table 21). The 

second most important reason was because the respondent had never done 

the trail before. Many people had little say in the trail selection,
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Table 20. Reasons for hiking in the Grand Canyon.

Wilderness Trails Bright Angel Trail
Reason Percent (N) Percent (N)

Beauty, scenery 37.3 (91) 22.2 (16)

Challenge 27.9 (73) 19.4 (14)

See Canyon from inside 25.8 (63) 36.1 (26)

Get away from people 15.6 (38) 12.5 (9)

Solitude 11.1 (27) 1.4 (1)
Wilderness experience 11.1 (27) 5.5 (4)

New experience 9.8 (24) 19.4 (14)

Table 21. Reasons for choosing the trail.

Wilderness Trails
Reason Percent (N)

Off the beaten path 26.1 (63)

Never done it 17.8 (43)

Beauty of the area 14.9 (36)

Chosen for me 13.3 (32)

Challenge 12.4 (30)

Available 11.6 (28)

Medium difficulty 10.8 (26)

Available water 10.0 (24)
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as the leader of the party or organizer of the trip made the trail 

choice for all members. Many others made their choice based on what 

was available at the backcountry reservation office. The challenge or 

relative difficulty of the particular trail was listed by a small per

centage as one of the main reasons. On the Bright Angel Trail the 

three reasons listed most often were ease of ascent, suggestion by 

rangers, and available water.

The results from these open-ended questions varied markedly 

from those found by using the ORKRG list. To observe the beauty of 

nature, in this case the beauty of the Canyon,. was most important in 

both cases. However exit civilization responses were listed by only a 

small percentage of hikers in the open-ended question although, seventy- 

one percent indicated that getting away from the sights, sounds, and 

smells of civilization was very important in the decision to hike in 

the Grand Canyon. Solitude was mentioned by an even lower percentage, 

but fifty-three percent indicated that being alone for awhile was very 

important. This may be due to the difficulty people have in articulat

ing their motivations. It seems more likely that the open-ended ques

tions elicited more accurate responses because hikers had to write down 

in their own words whatever reasons came to mind. When given a pre

determined list and asked to indicate the relative importance of each 

reason, it was very easy to respond that any particular reason was 

very important without really thinking about whether that reason really 

motivated him or her to do a Grand Canyon hike. Almost fifty percent 

said that to breathe fresh air and drink pure water was very important, 

yet not a single person mentioned either in the open-ended question.
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This is one of many that, instead of being reasons or motivations, 

might be benefits of wilderness hiking. Getting away from civilization, 

living in a primitive way by camping out, getting rid of tensions, or 

taking it easy may be very important aspects of a wilderness experience 

causing individuals to have a more enjoyable experience, but may not 

directly affect the decision to go on any particular wilderness hike.

Although a closed question such as the ORHRC list is certainly 

easier to code, tabulate and analyze, an open-ended question is more 

interesting and realistic. In this case people on the wilderness trails 

chose to do a hike in the Grand Canyon because they considered the 

Canyon a beautiful place and because they desired to see the Canyon from 

a different perspective than is available by just looking into the gorge 

from the rim. Other reasons, such as challenge, escaping people or civ

ilization, and solitude were much less important.

Attitudes
Over half the questionnaire was concerned with obtaining user 

attitudes about many factors which are important in managing for a 

high quality wilderness experience. Twenty-six statements were given 

and respondents were asked to indicate whether they strongly agreed, 

agreed, disagreed, strongly disagreed, or had no opinion. Many of 

these were borrowed from the wilderness studies of Hendee et al. (1968) 

and Stankey (1973). In addition hikers were asked to register prefer

ences on group size and total number of hikers they would like to en

counter each day and to indicate whether or not they thought the Inner 

Canyon qualified as a wilderness area. Finally a list of potential
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annoyances in a wilderness setting was given, and people were asked to 

record whether they noticed, found annoying, or felt that any of these 

obtrusions seriously interfered with their enjoyment of a wilderness 

hike in the Grand Canyon. These attitudes generally fell into three 

categories: (1) attitudes about numbers of other hikers and use levels;

(2) attitudes about expected behavior of other users; and (3) attitudes 

about management policies.

Use Level Preferences

In response to the statement, "It is reasonable to expect that 

one should be able to hike in the Grand Canyon and see few, if any, 

people," 79.0 percent of the hikers surveyed on the wilderness trails 

agreed (Table 22). Using the words "to visit a wilderness area" in 

place of "to hike in the Grand Canyon," Stankey (1973) found that 77 

percent of those surveyed in western wilderness areas were in agreement 

with this statement. On the Bright Angel Trail 49.4 percent agreed. 

There was an additional difference among the wilderness trails. On the 

two most used backcountry trails, the Hermit and Grandview, 74.7 per

cent agreed with the attitude statement, while on the lesser used trails 

84.9 percent agreed. This variation suggests two possible things.

First, hikers might have expectations of certain use levels depending 

on which trail they have chosen to take and were thinking in terms of 

the particular trail they were on when responding to this more general 

statement. Second, people on the less frequented trails may have 

stronger preferences for fewer people. A combination of the two is 

highly probable.
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Table 22. One 
and

should be 
see few,

able to hike in 
if any, people.

the Grand Canyon

Trail
Agree

Percent (N)
Disagree 

Percent (N)
No Opinion 

Percent (N)

Bright Angel 49.4 (38) 40.3 (31) 10.4 (8)

Hermit, Grandview 74.7 (109) 18.5 (27) 6.8 (10)

Other 84.9 (90) 8.5 (9) 6.6 (7)

Hikers expressed somewhat similar preferences when responding 

to the statement, "When staying out overnight in the wilderness it is 

most enjoyable not to be near anyone else." On the Hermit and Grand

view Trails 69.2 percent were in agreement, while on the other wilder

ness trails 85.8 percent agreed (Table 23). Hence, a large majority 

would prefer not to camp in the vicinity of other parties. Other stud

ies have shown that most groups desire to be out of sight and out of 

hearing range from other groups (Burch and Wenger 1967, Stankey 1973).

On the Bright Angel Trail a very high 75.3 percent agreed. This is 

most likely an adverse reaction to the sardine can type campgrounds at 

Indian Gardens and Bright Angel Creek where many groups (75 persons 

maximum at each site) are confined to a very small area. Stankey (1973) 

found 75 percent concurring with this statement. In addition he de

scribed a hypothetical situation in which after already setting up camp 

in a remote area, two or three other parties arrived and established 

their camp nearby. Two-thirds responded that a loss of quality would

have resulted.



Table 23. When staying out overnight in the wilderness it is 
most enjoyable not to be near anyone else.
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Agree Disagree No Opinion
Trail Percent (N) Percent (N) Percent (N)

Bright Angel 75.3 (58) 14.3 (11) 10.4 (8)

Hermit, Grandview 69.2 (101) 20.5 (30) 10.3 (15)

Other 85.8 (91) 5.7 (6) 8.5 (9)

Response to another statement involving potential encounters 

with other groups substantiated the belief that the highest satisfac

tion may result from, the least number of encounters. Only 8.4 percent 

agreed that "you should see at least one group of people a day in the 

wilderness to get the most enjoyment out of a trip," while 76.1 per

cent disagreed. On the Bright Angel Trail 17.1 percent agreed and 48.7 

percent disagreed. On the Hermit Trail 13.4 percent were in agreement 

and 68.7 percent in disagreement, while on the other wilderness trails 

the figures were 4.3 percent and 82.7 percent (Table 24). Response on 

all trails was different from that found by Stankey (1973) in four 

wilderness areas, where 25 percent were in agreement.

These results were somewhat weakened by hiker response to this 

statement: "Seeing others on the trail and in the campsite and talking

with them is an enjoyable part of any wilderness trip." On the Bright 

Angel Trail 75.0 percent agreed, and on the wilderness trails 57.4 per

cent agreed. Although hikers express a desire to see few other people, 

encounters with others when they do occur may not detract from the 

overall experience, and for a majority of respondents may indeed
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Table 24. You should see at least one group of people a day in the 
wilderness to get the most enjoyment out of a trip.

Agree Disagree No Opinion
Trail Percent (N) Percent (N) Percent (N)

Bright Angel 17.1 (13) 48.7 (37) 34.2 (26)

Hermit 13.4 (15) 68.7 (76) 18.8 (21)

Other 4.3 (6) 82.7 (115) 13.0 (18)

enhance the quality of the trip. This somewhat paradoxical finding is 

not overly surprising. Although most visitors would love to have their 

trail and their campsite all to themselves, hikers are generally very 

friendly towards each other in the wilderness and respect each other's 

desire for minimum contact. This tends to reduce possible conflict and 

in many cases prevents any great reduction in satisfaction due to camp

site and trail encounters.

In a remote backcountry area where visitors would prefer to see 

few other people, the impact of large groups may negatively affect user 

satisfaction (Snyder 1966, Lime 1972, 1975). At the Grand Canyon or

ganized groups of ten or more constituted 18.8 percent of total use on 

the backcountry trails in 1975. The proportion of group use is not ob

tainable for the Bright Angel Trail. Table 25 presents the number of 

groups and percentage of total number of users in these large groups 

for each of the wilderness trails. Since most large organized parties 

contain many members with little or no hiking experience in the Canyon, 

the greatest concentration of such use is on the easiest of the back- 

country routes, the Hermit, Grandview, and Thunder River Trails.



Table 25. Group use in 1975.

The total number of persons in groups of ten or more was 1407.

Trail Number of Groups of 10 or More Percent of Users

Hermit 56 23.6

Grandview 12 12.5

Thunder River 10 29.0

Tanner 8 19.5

Boucher 6 15.7

New Hance 4 14.5

Clear Creek 4 7.7

Nankoweap 2 40.3

South Bass 1 7.2

North Bass 0 0.0

Off-Trail

Source: Wilderness

2

trail permits.

12.7

When asked to respond to the statement, "Seeing a large party 

(a dozen or more people from a club, and so forth) reduces the feeling 

that you're out in the wilderness," 81.0 percent agreed on the wilder

ness trails and 76.6 percent agreed on the Bright Angel Trail. These 

results correspond very well with those of Stankey (1973), who found 

that two-thirds were in agreement. Little variation was detected among 

the different wilderness trails.

Given "very large parties traveling together" in a group of 

possible factors which could detract from the enjoyment of the
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wilderness, 42.1 percent of those sampled on the wilderness trails no

ticed large parties, 29.4 percent found them annoying, and 12.7 percent 

said they seriously interfered with their enjoyment of the wilderness. 

Difference among the trails was slight. It is hard to believe that 

since large group use, defined by numbers of people in groups of ten 

or more, constitutes only about one-fifth of total use that over two- 

fifths of the sample encountered groups of ten or more. Of those sur

veyed only one-tenth were in groups of over six. Very likely the words 

"large party" connote varying numbers of persons. To the solo hiker a 

group of four may be perceived as a large party which interferes with 

his wilderness experience, while to groups of two or three, parties of 

six or eight may be recognized as large groups.

In response to the question, "Do you think group size should be 

limited on Grand Canyon trails?" 90.8 percent on the wilderness trails 

answered yes, while on the Bright Angel Trail 72.3 percent answered in 

the affirmative (Table 26). These results contrast very sharply with 

those of Stankey, who found that "there was virtually complete rejec

tion of controls of party size for backpackers. Most visitors probably 

see little benefit associated with such a restriction" (1973, p. 35).

On Grand Canyon trails an overwhelming majority see great benefits in 

limiting group size.

Table 27 shows the results to the second part of the question: 

"If yes, to what size?" The most commonly mentioned preferred maximum 

group sizes on the backcountry trails were six and ten, by 21.3 and 17.0 

percent, respectively. The mean preferred size was 8.6 persons on both 

the Bright Angel Trail and on the wilderness trails. There was little
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Table 26. Do you think group size should be limited 
on Grand Canyon trails?

Trail
Yes

Percent (N)
No

Percent (N)

Bright Angel 72.3 (47) 27.7 (18)

Wilderness 90.8 (208) 9.2 (21)

Table 27. Preferred maximum group size.

Preferred Size Category
Wilderness Trails 

Percent (N)
Bright Angel Trail 

Percent (N)

2-4 13.8 (26) 7.9 (3)

5-6 30.3 (57) 26.3 (10)

7-9 19.1 (36) 31.6 (12)

10-12 22.3 (42) 23.7 (9)
Over 12 14.5 (27) 10.5 (4)

variation among the different wilderness trails. These results suggest 

that perhaps the present group limits of sixteen should be reassessed 

and possibly reduced.

When asked, "How many hikers, in groups of one or more, could 

you meet or pass in a day and still have an enjoyable experience?" over 

three-fourths of those who answered the question on the backcountry 

trails responded that they would like to see ten or less hikers. The 

mean response was 9.7 hikers. This question was very poorly worded, 

however, and was difficult to answer for many respondents. Almost



one-fourth did not answer at all. Some wrote in comments such as, "It 

depends on the hikers and how they behave." The question was first 

used by Burch and Wenger (1967) in comparing relative acceptance or re

jection to three different kinds of recreationists: hikers, horsemen,

and trail bikers. If the respondent wrote in 0, he was considered un

favorable to the recreationist, if 1-5 favorable, and if 6 or more very 

favorable. He found that towards hikers, 4.0 percent were unfavorable, 

31.3 percent were favorable, 50.5 percent very favorable, and 14.2 per

cent indifferent. Applying the same standards to Grand Canyon trail 

results, the figures were 0.8 percent unfavorable, 34.4 percent favor

able, 42.2 percent very favorable, and 23.4 percent indifferent. These 

results were not unlike Burch and Wenger's. However many persons wrote 

in numbers far lower than the number of individuals actually encoun

tered, especially on the Bright Angel Trail, and yet overall satisfac

tion was still very high. This tends to indicate that hikers put in 

numbers representing their perception of an ideal situation and not 

actual upper limits on "acceptable" number of daily encounters.

In an attempt to measure the degree to which hikers might change 

their behavior in response to unacceptable crowding, the following 

statement was presented: "If I found too many people on a certain

Canyon trail, for the next trip I would choose one I expected to be 

less crowded." A large majority, 86.5 percent, agreed. On the Bright 

Angel Trail three-fourths agreed (Table 28). Further research is neces

sary to determine the degree to which these expressed attitudes corre

spond to real behavior. The fact that over one-fourth of the hikers 

surveyed said they chose the trail they did because it was off the
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Table 28. If I found too many people on a certain Canyon trail, for the 
next trip I would choose one I expected to be less crowded.

Trail
Agree

Percent (N)
Disagree 
Percent (N)

No Opinion 
Percent (N)

Bright Angel Trail 75.0 (57) 11.8 (9) 13.2 (10)

Wilderness Trails 86.5 (217) 7.5 (19) 6.0 (15)

beaten path or had fewer people (the motivation for trail selection 

most often cited) tends to support the results to the attitude state

ment. The relation of stated preferences to behavior patterns in wil

derness areas is extremely complex, however, and cannot be ascertained 

with a single question. The solution remains to be investigated by 

future researchers, very likely using other methods of research than a 

user questionnaire.

Expected Behavior of Other Users

Wilderness users tend to have very strict ideas on what sorts 

of behavior are acceptable in remote areas. Depreciative behavior, in 

the form of littering or ecological impact, tends to be totally unac

ceptable. In response to the statement, "All evidence of use of an 

area should be removed when leaving a campsite," 97.2 percent agreed. 

This was even more than the 90.8 percent found by Hendee et al. (1968) 

in three wilderness areas in the Northwest. Similarly 96.0 percent 

felt that "trash left by previous backpackers should be removed by other 

users if they can do so," an almost identical response to that of

Hendee et al.
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On the wilderness trails 61.5 percent of the sampled hikers 

noticed littered campsites, 34.5 percent found this annoying, and 27.0 

percent felt that litter seriously reduced their enjoyment. The fact 

that there was little difference in response among the trails, includ

ing the Bright Angel, despite huge variation in amounts of litter pres

ent, suggests that people tend to tolerate lesser and lesser amounts 

of litter as the route becomes more infrequently used. Much trash was 

observed on the Bright Angel, Thunder River and Hermit Trails, and 

little on the Hance and Grandview Trails during the period of research, 

yet the proportion complaining on each of these trails was almost 

identical.

Similarly almost half noticed impacted campsites and 23.0 per

cent felt that such impact impaired their wilderness experience. Here 

there was significant difference among the trails. Well over half of 

those on the Bright Angel, Hermit, Thunder River, Boucher, and Clear 

Creek Trails noticed impacted campsites and 23.0 percent felt they de

tracted, while on the Hance, Grandview, Tanner, and Bass Trails only 

one-third noticed impacting and only 14.1 percent felt it interfered 

with their enjoyment.

Many found it difficult to decide whether seeing more people 

was worse than finding litter. Seventy-three percent disagreed that 

"seeing too many people in the wilderness is more disturbing than find

ing a littered campsite." Two-thirds were found to be in disagreement 

by Stankey (1973). Some wrote in "equally bad" or "depends on the 

people." Thirteen percent just circled "no opinion." The results



indicate that a high number of people can be tolerated to some degree, 

while litter is totally unacceptable.

In response to the potential pollution of campsites, 62.3 per

cent agreed that "one should not wash his dishes, his clothes, or him

self directly in streams." Approximately one-fourth of the respondents 

added the words "with soap," and possibly all who agreed thought of 

the question in those terms. Hendee et al. (1968) had very similar 

results.

Only 45.6 percent agreed that "one should camp wherever he 

pleases in remote backcountry," much less than the 57.8 percent found 

by Hendee et al. (1968). This may indicate that Canyon hikers have a 

reasonable idea about what kinds of impact they have on sites where 

they choose to camp. The desire to see lesser amounts of ecological 

impact may indeed cause hikers to reject total freedom of choice and 

accept somewhat structured camping situations whereby depreciative be

havior can be concentrated in only a few sites.

The overall results to these questions suggest that trail users 

desire to find the most nondegraded environments possible. Heavy im

pact and especially litter are unacceptable and for many reduce the 

quality of the wilderness experience. Most seem well attuned to the 

amount of impact users have and would like to see hikers minimize their 

adverse effect on the wilderness landscape.

Management Preferences

In 1972 the National Park Service instituted daily use quotas 

on all of the Grand Canyon trails. This was partially in response to a
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very crowded Easter Week, during which several hundred people camped at 

the Bright Angel Creek campground near Phantom Ranch. Wilderness use 

controls were started in Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks as 

early as 1958, and by 1972 the Great Smokies, Rocky Mountain, and 

YoSemite had also instituted campground limits (Taylor 1972). These 

limitations on use appear to work very well and have generally been 

well received by the users. A Rocky Mountain study in 1973 found that 

"despite the highly restrictive nature of the permit system in Rocky 

Mountain National Park, a plethora of rules, and issuance procedures 

which were at best inefficient during peak use periods, an overwhelming 

majority of visitors agreed that the program was necessary" (Fazio 

1974, p. 4). One of the main purposes of this research was to test 

hiker accpetance of the permit system on Grand Canyon trails.

Almost ninety percent agreed that "the permit and quota system 

in the Grand Canyon is a good idea and should be enforced." An equally 

high proportion agreed on the Bright Angel Trail despite frequent dif

ficulties in obtaining a permit. Three-fourths of those on the back- 

country trails felt that the present daily trailhead limit of fifteen 

per trail was reasonable. Almost seventy percent disagreed that "more 

people should be allowed to hike on the trails than the limits current

ly allow." One fourth registered no opinion to this statement. Final

ly when given the statement, "Every backcountry traveler (or party of 

travelers) should be required to obtain a permit from the Park Service 

before entering the Canyon," a very high 88.0 percent were in agreement.

Hence, mandatory use permits, viewed by some as heavy-handed 

government (Behan 1974), are accepted by a large majority of wilderness



trail users. Most users desire to protect Inner Canyon wilderness 

values and support Park Service management choices for limiting use. 

Hendee and Lucas said in response to Behan (1974): "One can let un

regulated , free access to an area destroy its wilderness character 

through physical impacts of heavy use and loss of opportunities for 

solitude, or one can regulate use and preserve the chance for a wilder

ness experience" (1974, p. 100). Grand Canyon results support the now 

accepted belief that visitors feel regulation is unavoidable and ap

parently desirable.

Many park rangers feel that hikers generally object to their 

policing of wilderness trails. However in response to the statement,

"It is not necessary to patrol remote backcountry areas regularly,"

56.9 percent disagreed and only one-fourth agreed (the remainder had no 

opinion) . The word "patrol" may have been interpreted in a variety of 

ways. Many respondents commented that patrolling with hiker safety in 

mind was a good idea, while patrolling with only policing in mind was 

objectionable. Hendee et al. (1968) found a slightly greater propor

tion in disagreement. His study also found a great majority disagree

ing with the statement, "In remote backcountry recreational areas, 

nobody had better try to tell me what I should or shouldn1t do." A 

similar proportion, 80.9 percent, disagreed on Grand Canyon trails.

Hence, most users acknowledge the necessity of Park Service management 

to preserve wilderness qualities and accept the presence of park rangers 

in the backcountry.

According to the Wilderness Act no permanent structure of any 

kind is permissible in a wilderness area. Tables are generally not
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allowed, but semi-permanent chemical toilets are. User reaction to 

such facilities has previously been mixed— about half prefer them and 

half do not. Hendee et al. (1968) found that one-half of the wilder

ness users he surveyed thought that "outhouses are consistent with 

proper use of remote badkcountry recreational areas," and forty-one 

percent felt that log tables were consistent with proper use. On Grand 

Canyon trails 30.7 percent agreed that "the Park Service should maintain 

outhouses at the most used campsites, even on the wilderness (nonmain- 

tained) trails," while 53.4 percent disagreed. Picnic tables were 

soundly rejected. Less than one percent agreed that "it is reasonable 

to expect picnic tables at backcountry campsites," while 98.4 percent 

disagreed. The results of both of these questions were markedly dif

ferent among the trails (Tables 29 and 30).

The results may have been influenced by present management pol

icies. On the Bright Angel Trail all campgrounds are equipped with 

toilet facilities and picnic tables. None of the wilderness trails 

have picnic tables, although several tables were recently removed from 

the Thunder River campground. The Hermit Trail now has a chemical 

toilet, installed about a year ago to lessen the danger of Hermit Creek 

being contaminated by human waste. A permanent pit-type outhouse on 

the Thunder River Trail was taken out with the tables, but a personal 

visit to the camp during the summer of 1976 revealed that the problems 

of human waste and toilet paper littering were becoming severe. Heavy 

use by river parties may dictate the re-installation of an outhouse at 

that campsite. On the other less frequently used trails outhouses do 

not yet seem to be necessary. Since rejection for such facilities was
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Table 29. The Park Service should maintain outhouses at the most used 

campsites, even on the wilderness (nonmaintained) trails.

Trail
Agree

Percent (N)
Disagree 

Percent (N)
No Opinion 

Percent (N)

Bright Angel Trail 44.7 (34) 27.6 (21) 27.6 (21)

Hermit Trail 40.2 (45) 41.1 (46)1 18.7 (21)

Other trails 23.0 (32) 63.3 (88) 13.7 (19)

Table 30. It is reasonable to expect picnic tables 
at backcountry campsites.

Trail
Agree

Percent (N)
Disagree 

Percent (N)
Strongly Disagree 

Percent (N)
No Opinion 
Percent (N)

Bright Angel 19.7 (15) 44.7 (34) 15.8 (12) 19.7 (15)

Hermit 0.0 (0) 40.2 (45) 57.1 (64) 2.7 (3)

Other 0.7 (1) 26.6 (37) 72.7 (101) 0.0 (0)

greatest on the remote trails and least on the Bright Angel Trail, re

spondents may have shown an awareness of the need for facilities based 

on level of use.

The problems of helicopter and airplane noise as well as visual 

pollution from jet vapor trails over the Canyon have become increasing

ly serious over the last several years. Dozens of aircraft, including 

commercial transcontinental jets. Air Force jets, local scenic flights, 

and helicopter tours, pass over the Inner Canyon each day. In a list 

of elements which could detract from the wilderness experience, 72.2 

percent said they noticed helicopters or airplanes, 48.8 percent found
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them annoying, and 23.4 percent responded that planes had become such a 

problem that they seriously interfered with their enjoyment of wilder

ness. These results are significantly different from those found by 

the OERRC (1962) study, in which only three percent found helicopters 

or planes annoying and only one percent said they reduced enjoyment.

For obvious reasons the Grand Canyon has attracted huge numbers of 

scenic flights. Inner Canyon hikers, expecting peace and quiet, re

acted strongly against the resulting onslaught of noise.

In response to the statement, "Airplanes and helicopters flying 

over the Grand Canyon detract from the feeling that one is in a wilder

ness," 71.3 percent agreed, while only 18.3 percent disagreed. Several 

statements requested agreement or disagreement to different forms of 

helicopter use. An overwhelming majority, 96.4 percent, agreed that 

"use of helicopters is justified in remote backcountry areas for pro

tection of human life (e.g., rescues)." Only 4.0 percent felt that 

"use of helicopters is justified in remote backcountry for visits by 

prominent people." These statements were borrowed from Hendee et al. 

(1968) who had almost identical results. In response to the statement, 

"Use of helicopters is justified over the Grand Canyon for scenic 

flights," almost sixty percent disagreed. The proportion of hikers on 

each trail disagreeing with the statement varied significantly 

(Table 31). Those on the less traveled trails objected more strongly 

to scenic flights than those on the Bright Angel and Hermit Trails.

Another potential noise problem occurs along the river. During 

the summer season hundreds of motorized river rafts pass through the 

Grand Canyon on the spectacular traverse from Lee's Ferry to Lake Mead.
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Table 31. Use of helicopters is justified over the Grand Canyon 
for scenic flights.

Agree Disagree No Opinion
Trail Percent (N) Percent (N) Percent (N)

Bright Angel Trail 39.5 (30) 36.9 (28) 23.6 US)

Hermit Trail 22.3 (25) 49.1 (55) 28.6 (32)

Other trails 21.6 (30) 68.3 (95) 10.1 (14)

Although the Park Service has been considering phasing out motorboats 

in the Grand Canyon, the final decision to do so has not yet been made. 

For an excellent discussion of the motor-row issue, see Larson (1974). 

The Wilderness Proposal for the Grand Canyon (U.S.D.I., National Park 

Service 1976b) has excluded the river corridor, effectively cutting the 

proposed wilderness area into two halves, since motorized "vehicles" 

are not permitted according to the Wilderness Act. Hiker response to 

motorboats was surprisingly negative: 70.2 percent felt that "seeing

or hearing motorobats on the Colorado River detracts from the feeling 

that one is in a wilderness." Only 15.9 percent disagreed. The author 

had previously felt that most hikers would view motorized rafts as a 

novelty and therefore would not have strong objections. The high re

jection of motorboats was quite unexpected.

A final management problem concerns the visitors1 "willingness- 

to-pay." When presented with the statement, "Costs of recreational 

backcountry administration and maintenance should be defrayed by some 

form of moderate charge," only one-third agreed and almost one-half 

disagreed. Hendee et al. (1968) found forty-one percent in agreement
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and one-third in disagreement. A single question cannot resolve the 

issue. Research on willingness-to-pay would constitute a separate 

study in itself. Hopefully further investigation will be undertaken 

in the Canyon concerning this area of inquiry. This initial attempt 

seems to indicate hikers would generally be opposed to a user fee.

In conclusion Grand Canyon hikers overwhelmingly approve use 

level controls, and favor the present Park Service management policy of 

establishing daily use quotas on each of the trails. Group size limits 

are also supported by a large majority. Preferred maximum party sizes 

are substantially lower than are currently allowed. Hikers prefer to 

see as few other users as possible, especially in the campsite, but the 

daily use level of fifteen per trail which has already been set may 

minimize encounters to an acceptable degree.

The physical impact of other hikers and the intrusion of air

planes and helicopters appear to be the two most important factors that 

interfere with individual enjoyment of the wilderness experience. Many 

respondents complained of littered and impacted campsites and virtually 

all felt that each and every hiker should remove all evidence of use of 

an area when leaving. Litter proved to be far more disturbing than 

seeing too many people. Similarly many objected to the large number of 

aircraft flying over the Canyon. A majority felt planes and helicopters 

detracted from the feeling of being in a wilderness, and over half 

registered disapproval of scenic flights.

In answering the general question, "Do you feel the Inner Can

yon qualifies as a wilderness area?" 93.1 percent said yes. Variation 

among the trails is shown in Table 32. The lesser percentage on the
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Table 32. Do you feel the Inner Canyon qualifies as a wilderness area?

Trail
Yes

Percent (N)
No

Percent (N)

Bright Angel 77.9 (53) 22.1 (15)

Hermit, Grandview, Thunder
River, Clear Creek, Boucher 94.5 (188) 5.5 (11)

Hance, Tanner, South Bass,
North Bass 85.3 (29) 14.7 (5)

Hance, Tanner and Bass Trails tends to reinforce the finding that those 

on the least visited trails have higher expectations for a more pristine 

wilderness. More people on these trails apparently do not feel that 

their expectations are being met. The positive response on the Bright 

Angel Trail was quite extraordinary considering the number of struc

tures and high level of use.

Responses to many of the attitude statements supported the re

search hypothesis that a differentiation in attitude among the trails 

would emerge. A three-level hierarchy of responses developed, with 

those on the Bright Angel Trail demanding the least in terms of pure 

wilderness qualities and preferred use levels. Hikers on the Hermit 

Trail, and in some cases the Hermit and Grandview Trails, were less 

demanding than visitors on the remaining trails.

In this chapter overall results to the questions have been pre

sented. This is an important first step in understanding the wilderness 

hiker, his motivations and attitudes. In the following chapter varia

tion by characteristics and motivations will be explored.



CHAPTER 6

THE BEARING OF CHARACTERISTICS AND MOTIVATIONS ON ATTITUDES

Although the social characteristics and motivations revealed in 

the preceding chapter are interesting in themselves, crosstabulating 

them with attitudes about wilderness management can be even more useful. 

In attempting to provide the opportunity for a satisfying wilderness ex

perience for all users, managers must be aware of the differentiation 

in preferences. Certain types of users may have very strong feelings 

about preserving a pristine and seldom visited wilderness; other users 

may be much more permissive. One might intuitively feel that the more 

hiking experience the user had in the Grand Canyon the more the user 

would desire an untouched nondegraded environment. Other writers 

(Hendee et al. 1968, Hendee and Harris 1970) have assumed that Sierra 

Clubbers and members of other conservation groups generally have strong

er opinions about the preservation of wilderness qualities than the 

average hiker who is not a member of such an organization. In this 

chapter such correlations will be explored.

No obvious overall pattern emerged which would explain every

thing. Social and demographic characteristics only moderately affected 

attitudes and preferences. Degree of hiking experience and membership 

in outdoor clubs or conservation groups related to respondents' aware

ness of factors which interfered with the enjoyment of wilderness but 

had little influence on preferences. Motivations, however, had a
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significant effect on expectations and attitudes. Since this was the 

case, variations in motivation with different characteristics will be 

discussed where significant differences appeared.

Social Characteristics

Sex and Age

Almost no variation in attitudes was detected based on sex or 

age. A higher proportion of females agreed with three of the attitude 

statements (Table 33), but otherwise males and females shared similar 

preferences. Females were much less receptive than males to the moti

vations "to experience the thrill of facing the dangers of the wild" 

and "to explore uncharted areas of the wild," and slightly more females 

than males felt that being alone for awhile was very important.

Age had little effect on attitudes. Of those aged 22-24, fifty- 

two percent strongly agreed that airplanes and helicopters detract from 

the feeling of being in a wilderness and fifty percent strongly dis

agreed that helicopters are justified for scenic flights. The figures 

were thirty percent in both cases for all other age groups. A smaller 

proportion aged twenty-five or over than those twenty-four or less felt 

that the Inner Canyon qualifies as a wilderness (Table 34), possibly 

indicative of an increasing awareness with age of the presence of fac

tors which prevent the Canyon from, being considered a true wilderness 

area.

Motivations also varied with age (Table 35). Enjoying the 

easy-going companionship of camp life, experiencing the thrill of facing 

the dangers of the wild, and taking it easy decreased in importance with
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Table 33. Sex and attitude.

Statement
Agree

Percent (N)

The permit and quota system in the Grand Canyon 
is a good idea and should be enforced.
Male
Female

Airplanes and helicopters flying over the Grand 
Canyon detract from the feeling of being in a 
wilderness.

Male
Female

Seeing or hearing motorboats on the Colorado River 
detracts from the feeling that one is in a 
wilderness.

Male 
Female.

85.3 (163) 
96.5 (54)

69.2 (132) 
80.4 (45)

69.1 (132) 
76.8 (43)

Table 34. Age and attitude.

Question
Yes No

Percent (N) Percent (N)

Do you feel the Inner Canyon qualifies 
as a wilderness area?

24 or less 98.1 (104) 1.9 (2)
25 or over 88.9 (112) 11.1 (14)

age, while being alone for awhile decreased in importance up to the age 

group 25-29, then increased in importance for persons over thirty.

Education, Occupation and Income

One might think that an elite user group composed of highly ed

ucated, highly paid professionals would have very strong preservation
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Table 35. Age and motivation.

Motivation

Very
Important 

Percent (N)

Fairly 
Important 

Percent (N)

Not
Important 

Percent (N)

To be alone for awhile
18 or less 73.7 (14) 15.8 (3) 10.5 (2)
19-21 60.9 (28) 28.3 (13) 10.9 (5)
22-24 57.4 (27) 29.8 (14) 12.8 (6)
25-29 42.6 (29) 48.5 (33) 8.8 (6)
30 or over 46.7 (28) 31.7 (19) 21.7 (13)

To enjoy the easy-going 
companionship of 
camp life

18 or less 63.2 (12) 26.3 (5) 10.5 (2)
19-29 31.1 (50) 41.6 (67) 27.3 (44)
30 or over 26.7 (16) 33.3 (20) 40.0 (24)

To experience the thrill 
of facing the dangers
of the wild 

18 or less 42.1 (8) 26.3 (5) 31.6 (6)
19-29 26.7 (43) 35.4 (57) 37.9 (61)
30 or over 13.3 (8) 40.0 (24) 46.7 (28)

To take it easy
18 or less 42.1 (8) 15.8 (3) 42.1 (8)
19-24 31.2 (29) 32.3 (30) 36.5 (34)
25-29 13.2 (9) 32.4 (22) 54.4 (37)
30 or over 13.3 (8) 25.0 (15) 61.7 (37)

oriented preferences, since it is a common misconception that much wil

derness is being set aside for the exclusive use of such a select group 

(Stankey 1972a). This turned out not to be the case. In fact the 

reverse more often proved to be true.

Are helicopters justified for scenic flights? Of the profes

sional and technical people 30.2 percent agreed and 48.8 percent dis

agreed, while of the students, laborers, and others 17.1 percent agreed
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and 65.1 percent disagreed. Similar results were found for different 

income levels. In response to the statement, "Airplanes-and helicopters 

flying over the Grand Canyon detract from the feeling that one is in a 

wilderness," however, a greater proportion of those with more education 

and a lesser proportion of those with incomes over $15,000 agreed.

The only other noticeable difference in response to the attitude state

ments was that professionals seemed more willing to accept a user fee 

to cover the costs of backcountry maintenance (Table 36).

Given the list of factors which potentially interfere with the 

enjoyment of wilderness (question 34) smaller percentages of the more 

educated and higher income groups noticed such things (Table 37). Ap

parently those with the most education and highest incomes were less 

aware of factors which intrude on the wilderness. Perhaps this segment 

of the user population has learned to enjoy the Grand Canyon without 

allowing such factors to impinge on the wilderness experience, that is, 

perhaps they can enjoy the wilderness with somewhat lower expectations 

of what is permissible in a wilderness area. The results of this study 

are not conclusive enough to make absolute statements. Further research 

may clarify variations in personal definitions of wilderness based on 

differences in social characteristics.

Many of the motivations from the ORRRC list were of lesser im

portance to the well-educated, high income professional and technical 

people (Table 38). Motivations for doing a wilderness hike and benefits 

accruing to a wilderness experience varied with education, income, and 

occupation. In the open-ended motivation question, the desire for a 

wilderness experience, beauty, and exit civilization responses were
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Table 36. Education, occupation and income and attitude.

Statement
Agree

Percent (N)
Disagree 

Percent (N)
No opinion 

Percent (N)

Use of helicopters is justified 
over the Grand Canyon for 
scenic flights.
Occupation
Professional, technical 30.2 (26) 48.8 (42) 20.9 (18)
Other 17.1 (25) 65.1 (95) 17.8 (26)
Income
Under $8,000 17.1 (25) 64.4 (94) 18.5 (27)
Over $8,000 29.7 (27) 50.5 (46) 18.8 (18)

Airplanes and helicopters flying 
over the Grand Canyon detract 
from the feeling that one is 
in a wilderness.
Education 
16 or less 63.9 (99) 21.9 (34) 14.2 (22)
17 or more 83.5 (71) 11.8 (10) 4.7 (4)
Income
Under $15,000 72.8 (139) 15.7 (30) 11.5 (22)
Over $15,000 65.2 (30) 26.1 (12) 8.7 (4)

Costs of recreational backcountry 
administration and maintenance 
should be defrayed by some form 
of moderate charge.
Occupation
Professional 50.0 (34) 35.3 (24) 14.7 (10)
Other 25.6 (42) 53.7 (88) 20.7 (34)

mentioned by a higher proportion of the well-educated professional and 

technical users.

Demographic Characteristics

Origin

Absolutely no variation in attitude was detected among respon

dents who grew up in urban or rural areas. Nor was there any difference
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Table 37. Education and income and awareness of factors interfering 
with wilderness enjoyment.

Factor
Noticed 

Percent (N)

Reduced 
Enjoyment 

Percent (N)

Littered campsites 
Education

12 or less 69.4 (25) 33.3 (12)
13-16 63.9 (76) 43.4 (33)
17 or over 

Income
54.7 (47) 24.4 (21)

Under $15,000 67.0 (128) 31.9 (61)
Over $15,000 40.4 (19) 10.6 (5)

Impacted campsites 
Education

12 or less 61.1 (22) 38.9 (14)
13-16 52.2 (62) 21.0 (25)
17 or over 37.2 (32) 18.6 (16)

Income
Under $15,000 52.9 (101) 25.1 (48)
Over $15,000 31.9 (15) 14.9 (7)

Large parties 
Education

12 or less 47.2 (17) 13.9 (5)
13-16 46.2 (55) 11.8 (14)
17 or over 36.0 (31) 12.8 (ID

Income
Under $15,000 45.0 (88) 12.6 (18)
Over $15,000 29.8 (14) 10.6 (5)

Airplanes or helicopters 
Education

12 or less 75.0 (27) 30.6 (ID
13-16 74.8 (89) 22.7 (27)
17 or over 65.1 (56) 20.9 (18)

Income
Under $15,000 76.4 (146) 25.7 (49)
Over $15,000 51.1 (24) 12.8 (6)
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Table 38. Education, occupation and income and motivation.

Reason

Very
Important 

Percent (N)

Fairly 
Important 

Percent (N)

Not
Important 

Percent (N)

To be alone for awhile 
Education 

12 or less 80.6 (29) 11.1 (4) 8.3 (3)
13 or more 47.6 (97) 38.2 (78) 14.2 (29)

To take it easy 
Occupation

Professional, technical 10.3 (9) 28.7 (25) 61.0 (53)
Other 29.7 (43) 29.7 (43) 40.6 (59)

Income
Under $8,000 29.7 (43) 30.3 (44) 40.0 (58)
Over $8,000 11.9 (ID 27.2 (25) 60.9 (56)

To restore my health 
Occupation

Prof., tech., student 13.7 (24) 27.4 (48) 58.9 (103)
Laborer, other, none 38.6 (22) 21.1 (12) 40.3 (23)

Income
Under $8,000 26.2 (38) 26.2 (38) 47.6 (69)
Over $8,000 12.0 (ID 25.0 (23) 63.0 (58)

To gain a feeling of harmony 
with nature 
Income
Under $8,000 68.3 (99) 20.7 (30) 11.0 (16)
Over $8,000 48.9 (45) 39.1 (36) 12.0 (11)

To breathe fresh air and 
drink pure water 
Education 

16 or less 54.6 (84) 37.0 (57) 8.4 (13)
17 or more 39.5 (34) 41.9 (36) 18.6 (16)

in motivation for doing a wilderness hike dependent on size of childhood

community of residence.
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Size of Place of Residence

People living in larger cities seemed to be somewhat more per

missive of airplanes, helicopters and motorboats (Table 39). Similarly 

d greater proportion from small communities seemed to notice and be an

noyed by litter, impacted campsites, large parties, and airplanes 

(Table 40).

One might have expected the reverse to have been true, that 

with all the noise and litter in the city urban dwellers would desire 

to escape the evils of civilization to a wilderness completely free of 

such elements. Of those from large cities over 100,000, however, less 

than two-thirds (65.0 percent) felt that getting away from the sights, 

sounds, and smells of civilization was very important in their choice 

to undertake a wilderness hike in the Grand Canyon, while almost three- 

fourths (74.7 percent) from smaller places said this was very impor

tant. Less than half (48.8 percent) of those from places over 2,000 

persons said that being alone for awhile was very important, while over 

two-thirds (68.9 percent) of those from towns less than 2,000 felt 

being alone was very important. Small town people thus appeared to be 

more demanding.

When asked, "Do you think group size should be limited on Grand 

Canyon trails;" 84.2 percent from towns less than 10,000 and 93.0 per

cent of those from places over 10,000 answered yes. Furthermore, 97.8 

percent from cities over 100,000 felt that group size should be limited. 

These results at first appear to contrast with those above. When asked 

to state a preferred maximum group size, however, 56.1 percent of those 

from towns under 10,000 and only 40.4 percent of those from larger
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Table 39. Size of place of residence and attitude.

Statement
Agree

Percent (N)
Disagree 

Percent (N)
No Opinion 

Percent (N)

Use of helicopters is justified 
over the Grand Canyon for 
scenic flights.
Under 10,000 15.0 (9) 75.0 (45) 10.0 (6)
10,000 or over 24.2 (46) 55.3 (105) 20.5 (39)

Airplanes and helicopters flying 
over the Grand Canyon detract 
from the feeling that one is 
in a wilderness.
Under 25,000 78.8 (67) 12.9 (ID 8.3 (7)
25,000 or over 67.9 (112) 21.2 (35) 10.9 (18)

Seeing or hearing motorboats on 
the Colorado River detracts 
from the feeling that one is 
in a wilderness.
Under 25,000 80.0 (68) 9.4 (8) 10.6 (9)
25,000 or over 65.4 (108) 18.8 (31) 15.8 (26)

Table 40. Size of place of residence and awareness of factors 
interfering with wilderness enjoyment.

Factor
Noticed 

Percent (N)

Reduced 
Enjoyment 
Percent (N)

Littered campsites
Under 2,000 76.1 (35) 47.8 (22)
Over 2,000 58.0 (119) 22.4 (46)

Impacted campsites
Under 2,000 65.2 (30) 37.0 (17)
Over 2,000 44.9 (92) 19.5 (40)

Large parties
Under 2,000 56.5 (26) 30.4 (14)
Over 2,000 38.5 (79) 8.8 (18)

Airplanes or helicopters
Under 2,000 78.3 (36) 45.7 (21)
Over 2,000 70.7 (145) 18.5 (38)
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places felt that the limit should be six or fewer persons. Similarly,

of those from towns under 25,000 almost two-thirds (66.1 percent) said
\

they could meet only six or fewer hikers per day and still have an en

joyable experience, while less than half (48.5 percent) of those from 

larger places expressed this desire. Hence, those from larger towns 

and cities were more tolerant of larger groups and more people on the 

trails than those living in small towns and rural areas.

State of Residence

Very little difference in attitude was detected dependent on 

state of residence. A greater percentage of Arizona residents than 

out-of-staters strongly agreed that the trail limits set by the Park 

Service are reasonable, and that outhouses are justified at heavily used 

campsites (Table 41). Both responses indicated that in-state users 

could be slightly more aware of the delicacy of the Inner Canyon envi

ronment and the need for measures which will protect this environment.

Similarly Arizona residents seemed more aware of detractions 

from the wilderness experience. A higher proportion of in-state than 

out-of-state visitors felt that littered and impacted campsites, large 

parties, and airplanes and helicopters reduced their enjoyment 

(Table 42).

Hiking Experience and Commitment to the Wilderness Ethic 

One might expect that with more hiking experience wilderness 

trail users would have more purist-oriented attitudes. In a study of 

hikers on .the Appalachian Trail, "those with more experience expressed 

stronger preferences for quiet and solitude, a natural footway, and a
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Table 41. State of residence and attitude.

Statement

Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree No Opinion

Percent (N) Percent (N) Percent (N) Percent (N)

The limits for each trail 
set by the Park Service 
(15 per trail) are 
reasonable.

(9)
(37)

Arizona
Other

36.0
17.0

(27)
(30)

40.0
55.1

(30)
(97)

12.0
6.8

(9)
(12)

12.0
21.0

The Park Service should 
maintain outhouses at 
the most used camp
sites, even on the 
wilderness trails.

Arizona 17.3 (13)
Other 5.7 (10)

25.3 (19) 
19.9 (35)

50.7 (38) 
59.5 (96)

6.7 (5) 
19.9 (35)

Table 42. State of residence and awareness of factors interfering 
with wilderness enjoyment.

Factor
Noticed 

Percent (N)

Reduced 
Enjoyment 
Percent (N)

Littered campsites
Arizona 64.5 (49) 38.2 (29)
Other 60.2 (106) 22.2 (39)

Impacted campsites 
Arizona 64.5 (49) 35.6 (27)
Other 42.0 (74) 17.6 (31)

Large parties
Arizona 52.6 (40) 23.7 (18)
Other 37.5 (66) 8.0 (14)

Airplanes or helicopters
Arizona 80.3 (61) 34.2 (26)
Other 68.7 (121) 18.7 (331
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minimum amount of development" (Murray 1974, p. 18). Similarly, many 

people sense that members of conservation organizations feel more 

strongly about preservation them the average wilderness user. Hendee 

et al. (1968) found this to be true in Northwest wilderness areas.

Number of previous Grand Canyon hiking trips, average number of hikes 

taken annually, and membership in conservation groups or outdoor clubs 

were used to test variations in attitudes and management preferences in 

this study.

Number of Previous Grand Canyon Hikes

For many of the attitude statements there was increasing strong 

agreement with more previous hiking trips, an indication that hikers be

come slightly more purist as they do more trips in the Canyon (Table 43). 

Attitudes toward different levels of use and toward different management 

policies varied very little, however. These results were contrary to 

those expected.

People who had done more hikes did seem to be more aware of some 

of the problems in the backcountry. As the number of hikes increased, 

so did the percentage of hikers who noticed litter, impact, airplanes, 

and large parties. The proportion of hikers who had their enjoyment re

duced also increased (Table 44). This awareness was not translated to 

a desire for more restrictive management.

A greater percentage of those with more Canyon hiking experience 

felt that motivations in the exit civilization category were very im

portant in their decision to hike in the Grand Canyon. In addition, 

more wished to be alone", and a higher percentage sought harmony with
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Table 43. Previous Canyon hikes and attitude.

Statement
Strongly Agree 
Percent (N)

All evidence of use of an area should be removed 
when leaving a campsite.

0
1-2
3-5
6 or more

83.0 (73)
73.1 (49) 
84.4 (38) 
92.3 (48)

When staying out overnight in the wilderness it 
is most enjoyable not to be near anyone else. 
0
1-2
3-5
6 or more

36.4 (32) 
43.3 (29)
42.2 (19)
46.2 (24)

The limits for each trail set by the Park Service 
(15 per trail) are reasonable.
0
1-2
3-5
6 or more

14.9 (13)
17.9 (12)
28.9 (13) 
36.5 (19)

Airplanes and helicopters flying over the Grand 
Canyon detract from the feeling that one is 
in a wilderness.

0
1-2
3-5
6 or more

25.3 (22)
31.3 (21)
31.3 (14) 
59.6 (31)

Seeing or hearing motorboats on the Colorado River 
detracts from the feeling that one is in a 
wilderness.

0
1-2
3-5
6 or more

29.9 (26) 
32.8 (22) 
26.7 (12) 
42.3 (22)
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Table 44. Previous Canyon hikes and factors interfering 
with wilderness enjoyment.

Factor
Noticed 

Percent (N)

Reduced 
Enjoyment 
Percent (N)

Littered campsites
0 55.4 (46) 18.1 (15)
1-2 68.7 (44) 28.1 (18)
3-5 65.1 (28) 27.9 (12)
6 or more 75.5 (37) 46.9 (23)

Impacted campsites
0 42.2 (35) 14.4 (12)
1-2 45.3 (29) 14.1 (9)
3-5 58.1 (25) 32.6 (14)
6 or more 69.4 (34) 46.9 (23)

Large parties
0 39.8 (33) 12.0 P o

1-2 39.1 (25) 6.3 (4)
3-5 37.2 (16) 9.3 (4)
6 or more 65.3 (32) 28.6 (14)

Airplanes or helicopters
0 72.3 (60) 13.2 (ID
1-2 67.2 (43) 17.2 (ID
3-5 81.4 (35) 27.9 (12)
6 or more 89.8 (44) 51.0 (25)

nature (Table 45). For the open-ended motivation question the primary 

reasons mentioned most often by those with six or more previous hikes 

were beauty and escaping civilization, whereas the two most listed rea

sons by those with no previous hikes were viewing the Canyon from a 

different perspective and discovery.

Annual Number of Hikes

As with number of previous Canyon hiking trips, those who take 

more hikes annually tended to have slightly more purist attitudes toward
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Table 45. Previous Canyon hikes and motivation.

Very Fairly Not
Important Important Important

Reason Percent (N) Percent (N) Percent (N)

To get away from the sights, 
sounds, and smells of 
civilization

0-2 66.5 (103) 27.7 (43) 5.8 (9)
3 or more 78.1 (75) 19.8 (19) 2.1 (2)

To get away from the demands 
of the work-a-day world

0-2 40.6 (63) 45.2 (70) 14.2 (22)
3 or more 50.0 (48) 39.6 (38) 10.4 (10)

To get rid of tensions
0-2 25.8 (40) 43.9 (68) 30.3 (47)
3 or more 46.9 (45) 30.2 (29) 22.9 (22)

To be far away from crowds
of people

0-2 50.3 (78) 38.1 (59) 11.6 (18)
3 or more 63.5 (61) 25.0 (24) 11.5 (ID

To be alone for awhile
0-2 47.1 (73) 35.5 (55) 17.4 (27)
3 or more 61.5 (59) 31.2 (30) 7.3 (7)

To gain a feeling of harmony 
with nature

0-2 54.2 (84) 34.2 (53) 11.6 (18)
3 or more 68.7 (66) ’ 19.8 (19) 11.5 (ID

some things, but there was very little difference concerning management 

preferences. With an increasing number of hikes there was a higher per

centage strongly agreeing that one should not wash in streams, that all 

evidence of use of an area should be removed, and that airplanes, heli

copters, and motorboats detract from the feeling of being in a wilder

ness. There was more disagreement that helicopters are justified for
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scenic flights (Table 46). Similarly an increasing percentage noticed 

impacted campsites, large parties, and airplanes and helicopters, and 

more felt these factors reduced their enjoyment as the number of annual 

hiking trips increased.

Exit civilization motivations were very important to more of 

those who took five or more trips per year than those who did less. 

Solitude and harmony with nature, just as for previous Canyon hikes, 

were also very important to a higher percentage of those who took the 

most hikes.

Membership in a Conservation Group or Outdoor Club

Surprisingly almost no difference in attitude was detected be

tween hikers who were members of clubs or organizations and those who 

were not. Although members tended to have significantly more previous 

Canyon hiking experience and took more hiking trips each year, variation 

in attitude was not even as marked as for those two cateogires. Nor was 

there any difference in motivation for taking a Canyon hike. Members 

seemed to be slightly more aware of impacted campsites, large parties, 

and airplanes, but not to the same extent as were those who had much 

previous hiking experience. In the Grand Canyon at least, this shat

ters the notion that members of conservation groups have the most 

purist-oriented attitudes.

Motivation

While social and demographic characteristics and hiking experi

ence had only a moderate influence on backcountry management preferences 

in the Grand Canyon, the importance of different motivations for doing
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Table 46. Annual number of hikes and attitude.

Strongly Agree
Statement Percent (N)

One should not wash his dishes, his clothes, or 
himself directly in streams.

0-1 37.1 (13)
2-4 22.5 (18)
5-9 40.4 (21)
10 or more 55.2 (32)

All evidence of use of an area should be removed 
when leaving a campsite.

0-1 74.3 (26)
2-4 73.7 (59)
5-9 84.6 (44)
10 or more 98.3 (57)

Trash left by previous backpackers should be
removed by other users if they can do so. 

0-1 54.3 (19)
2-4 40.5 (32)
5-9 55.8 (29)
10 or more 65.5 (38)

Airplanes and helicopters flying over the Grand 
Canyon detract from the feeling that one is in 
a wilderness.

0-1 25.7 (9)
2-4 25.3 (20)
5-9 36.5 (19)
10 or more 50.0 (29)

Seeing or hearing motorboats on the Colorado River 
detracts from the feeling that one is in a 
wilderness.

0-1 25.7 (9)
2-4 25.3 (20)
5-9 38.5 (20)
10 or more 41.4 (24)

Disagree

Use of helicopters over the Grand Canyon is 
justified for scenic flights.

0-1 48.6 (17)
2-4 57.0 (45)
5-9 55.8 (29)
10 or more 69.0 (40)
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a hike correlated quite well with the results to several of the attitude 

statements. Two of the reasons from the ORREC list, being alone for 

awhile and being far away from crowds of people, were used to measure 

the effect of the desire for solitude and escaping civilization on 

hiker attitudes.

Those who indicated that being alone for awhile was very impor

tant in their decision to hike in the Canyon seemed to be consistently 

more purist. The fact that party size was significantly related to the 

degree of importance of being alone lends strength to the reality of 

their expressed desires (Table 47). Those who checked very important 

desired fewer encounters, felt stronger about the Park Service trail 

quotas, and were more emphatic on the intrusion of airplanes, heli

copters, and motorboats (Table 48). Additionally there was more strong
/agreement that one should not wash in streams, that all evidence of use 

should be removed, that one should be able to hike and see few other 

people, that the permit and quota system is a good idea, and that every 

backcountry traveler should be required to get a permit. These respon

dents also expressed stronger disagreement that picnic tables are rea

sonable, that more people should be allowed, and that helicopters are 

justified for scenic flights. More of those who considered being alone 

very important strongly agreed that if they found too many people on a 

particular trail they would choose a less crowded trail for the next 

trip. The desire for solitude affected attitudes and expectations con

cerning every aspect of backcountry trail use.

The desire to be far away from crowds of people also had a sig

nificant influence on preferences. More of those who wished to avoid
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Table 47. Importance of being alone for awhile and party size.

Party Size
1 2 3 4 or more

Degree of Importance Percent (N) Percent (N) Percent (N) Percent (N)

Very important 17.4 (23) 37.1 (49) 26.5 (35) 19.0 (25) 

Fairly important 5.9 (5) 28.2 (24) 21.2 (18) 44.7 (38) 

Not important 2.9 (1) 20.6 (7) 32.4 (11) 44.1 (15)

people agreed on several of the attitude statements concerning encoun

ters with other groups and desire for uncrowded trails (Table 49).

There was also a significant difference in preferred maximum group sizes 

(Table 50). Again party size is closely associated with being away from 

crowds; 79.9 percent of those who said being away was very important 

were in groups of three or less, while only 55.4 percent who checked 

fairly important or not important were in groups this small. This tends 

to substantiate that behavior, at least to some degree, reflected ex

pressed preferences.

A greater percentage of those who thought escaping crowds of 

people was very important strongly agreed that the permit and quota 

system is a good idea and that airplanes and helicopters over the Canyon 

and motorboats on the Colorado River detract from the feeling of being 

in a wilderness. A higher proportion strongly disagreed that more 

people should be allowed on the trails and that helicopters are justi

fied for visits by prominent people and for scenic flights over the

Canyon.
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Table 48. Importance of being alone for awhile and attitude.

Agree Disagree No Opinion
Statement Percent (N) Percent (N) Percent (N)

Seeing a large party (a dozen or 
more people from a club, and so 
forth) reduces the feeling that 
you're out in the wilderness.
Very important 85.6 (113) 10.6 (14) 3.8 (5)
Fairly important 81.2 (69) 15.3 (13) 3.5 (3)
Not important 61.8 (21) 29.4 (10) 8.8 (3)

When staying out overnight in the 
wilderness it is most enjoyable 
not to be near anyone else.
Very important 84.8 (112) 6.8 (9) 8.3 (ID
Fairly important 68.2 (58) 20.0 (17) 11.8 (10)
Not important 61.8 (21) 29.4 (10) 8.8 (3)

You should see at least one group 
of people a day in the wilder
ness to get the most enjoyment 
out of a trip.
Very important 4.5 (6) 84.1 (111) 11.4 (15)
Fairly important 8.3 (7) 70.2 (59) 21.4 (18)
Not important 23.5 (8) 58.8 (20) 17.7 (6)

The limits for each trail set by 
the Park Service (15 per trail) 
are reasonable.
Very important 81.1 (107) 6.8 (9) 12.1 (16)
Fairly important 69.1 (58) 9.5 (8) 21.4 (18)
Not important 55.9 (19) 11.8 (4) 32.3 (ID

Use of helicopters is justified 
over the Grand Canyon for 
scenic flights.
Very important 15.9 (21) 67.4 (89) 16.7 (22)
Fairly important 23.8 (20) 57.2 (48) 19.0 (16)
Not important 41.2 (14) 35.3 (12) 23.5 (8)

Airplanes and helicopters flying 
over the Grand Canyon detract 
from the feeling that one is 
in a wilderness.
Very important 78.8 (104) 14.4 (19) 6.8 (9)
Fairly important 70.2 (59) 15.5 (13) 14.3 (12)
Not important 44.1 (15) 41.2 (14) 14.7 (5)
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Table 48. Continued.

Agree Disagree No Opinion

Seeing or hearing motorboats on 
the Colorado River detracts 
from the feeling that one is 
in a wilderness.
Very important 78.0 (103) 12.1 (16) 9.9 (13)
Fairly important 65.5 (55) 20.2 (17) 14.3 (12)
Not important 50.0 (17) 20.6 (7) 29.4 (10)

A couple of cautionary notes must be expressed concerning the 

significance of the variation in attitude with differences in importance 

of certain motivations. First of all, the type of individual who cir

cled very important for the two reasons used above may have been in

stinctively inclined to circle the more extreme answers, strongly agree 

or strongly disagree. This is partially substantiated with the finding 

that of those who thought avoiding crowds of people was very important, 

answers of strongly agree or strongly disagree were registered 44.9 per

cent of the time, while those who checked fairly important or not im

portant only registered these answers 30.9 percent of the time.

The second observation has already been made above but will be 

repeated. The list of reasons in the ORRRC list more likely represent 

benefits accruing to a wilderness experience as opposed to real moti

vations for doing a wilderness hike. The results did not correlate too 

well with the open-ended motivation question. Of those who said being 

alone for awhile was very important, only 22.0 percent listed solitude 

as one of the three primary reasons for hiking in the Canyon. Only 9.2 

percent of the rest of the respondents mentioned solitude. Of those
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Table 49. Importance of being away from crowds of people and attitude.

Statement
Agree Disagree No Opinion

Percent (N) Percent (N) Percent (N)

It is reasonable to expect that 
one should be able to hike in 
the Grand Canyon and see few, 
if any, people.
Very important 84.9 (118) 9.3 (13) 5.8 (8)
Fairly important 78.3 (65) 18.1 (15) 3.6 (3)
Not important 51.7 (15) 27.6 (8) 20.7 (6)

When staying out overnight in 
the wilderness it is most en
joyable not to be near anyone 
else.
Very important 83.4 (116) 10.8 (15) 5.8 (8)
Fairly important 68.6 (57) 16.9 (14) 14.5 (12)
Not important 62.1 (18) 24.1 (7) 13.8 (4)

Seeing a large party (a dozen or 
more people from a club, and 
so forth) reduces the feeling 
that you're out in the 
wilderness.
Very important 86.3 (120) 11.5 (16) 2.2 (3)
Fairly important 75.9 (63) 16.9 (14) 7.2 (6)
Not important 69.0 (20) 24.1 (7) 6.9 (2)

You should see at least one group 
of people a day in the wilder
ness to getthe most enjoyment 
out of a trip.
Very important 4.3 (6) 85.6 (119) 10.1 (14)
Fairly important 12.2 (10) 65.8 (54) 22.0 (18)
Not important 17.2 (5) 58.6 (17) 24.1 (7)

If I found too many people on a 
certain Canyon trail, for the 
next trip I would choose one I 
expected to be less crowded.
Very important 92.8 (129) 5.8 (8) 1.4 (2)
Fairly important 82.9 (68) 3.7 (3) 13.4 (11)
Not important 69.0 (20) 13.8 (4) 17.2 (5)
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Table 50. Importance of being away from, crowds of people and 

preferred maximum group size.

Importance

Group Size
2-4 5-6 7-9 10 or more

Percent (N) Percent (N) Percent (N) Percent (N)

Very important 19.6 (20) 34.3 (35) 20.6 (21) 25.5 (26)

Fairly important 8.8 (6) 26.5 (18) 16.2 (11) 48.5 (33)

Not important 0.0 (0) 23.5 (4) 23.5 (4) 52.9 (9)

hikers who said being away from crowds of people was very important,

30.9 percent listed motivations associated with an exit civilization 

category and 22.0 percent listed solitude. Of those who said being away 

from crowds was fairly important or not important, 15.4 percent listed 

exit civilization motivations and 9.2 percent listed solitude.

Results to the open-ended motivation question were not closely 

related to attitudes and preferences. For two of the attitude state

ments, those who desired solitude and those who wished to escape civi

lization expressed preferences for fewer encounters than those who 

simply wished to view the Canyon from a different perspective or to 

enjoy the Canyon's beauty, but otherwise little variation was noted 

(Table 51). This apparent lack of significant difference in attitude 

only slightly weakens the variation in attitude found with the reasons 

from the ORKRC list. One may still say with some confidence that those 

who are hiking in the Grand Canyon with solitude or the avoidance of

people in mind have more stringent demands than other hikers for fewer
\
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Table 51. Primary motivation and attitude.

Statement
Agree Disagree No Opinion

Percent (N) Percent (N) Percent (N)

It is reasonable to expect that 
one should be able to hike in 
the Grand Canyon and see few, 
if any, people.

Solitude, exit civilization 83.9 (26) 9.7 (3) 6.4 (2)
Beauty, view Canyon 73.9 (85) 18.3 (21) 7.8 (9)

Seeing a large party (a dozen 
or more people from a club, 
and so forth) reduces the 
feeling that you're out in 
the wilderness.

Solitude, exit civilization 96.8 (30) 3.2 (1) 0.0 (0)
Beauty, view Canyon 77.4 (89) 18,3 (21) 4.3 (5)

people on the trails and for a more untouched environment without the 

intrusions which interfere with wilderness enjoyment.

With this chapter the reporting of the results has been com

pleted. The following chapter makes use of these results to explore 

potential management policies for Grand Canyon trails.

Z



CHAPTER 7

MEETING SOCIAL CARRYING CAPACITY:

MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES FOR GRAND CANYON TRAILS

Providing a high quality wilderness experience in a very popular 

crowded national park clearly requires some degree of visitor management 

(LaPage 1963, Wagar 1964, Lucas 1966). Unlimited use of backcountry 

trails results in overcrowding and heavy impact in certain areas which 

have the potential of lowering the level of the hiker's enjoyment. A 

National Park Service policy of rationing use (Taylor 1972) has allevi

ated these problems to some degree. At the Grand Canyon this program 

has been largely accepted and has been effective in reducing human 

impact. However, there remains much room for improvement.

Limiting Use

Although arriving at a definite number of social carrying capac

ity is impossible, the overwhelming support for use limitation suggests 

that each visitor to the Grand Canyon backcountry has expectations of 

encountering only some small number of other people. If this number is 

exceeded, the visitor's enjoyment is lessened. Not only does the re

striction of use minimize potential encounters, but also decreases eco

logical damage. The resulting reduction of littered trails and camp

sites and impacted and trampled areas further enhances the quality of 

the wilderness experience.

102
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Several choices are available to wilderness administrators.

Park Service managers at the Grand Canyon have settled on a mandatory 

permit system combined with daily trailhead quotas. In addition, group 

size has been restricted. Zoning is another possibility, whereby dif

ferent tolerable use levels are set up for each of the trails allowing 

the hiker to choose a trail based on degree of use. Other alternatives 

include established campsites or established routes, the construction 

of new trails, institution of a user fee, maintenance of difficult 

access routes, and encouraging off-season use.

The Permit and Quota System

Nine-tenths of the survey respondents supported the permit and 

quota system on Grand Canyon trails, and few felt that more people 

should be allowed to hike on the trails. Users appear to favor the 

continuation of the permit system. As at Rocky Mountain National Park 

(Fazio 1974), the only problem seemed to be the inefficiency in acquir

ing a permit. One of the ten percent who disagreed with the statement 

did so "because of the requirement that one present himself at the 

office— you lose the best hours for hiking." Another agreed but added 

that "permits should be given out before 8 a.m."

At the present time one must report to the backcountry office 

personally before starting a hike on a wilderness trail. Since the 

office is only open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. this can result in great in

convenience if the trailhead is at some distance from the visitor center 

and one desires to get an early start. Although the theory behind the 

policy is sound, to protect user safety and to prevent the exclusion of
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other hikers because of "no-shows," many complain. One respondent 

noted, "I found one thing very annoying which decreased my enjoyment be

cause of the feelings I get each time— that is the required picking up 

of permits and signing in at Grand Canyon headquarters . . . .  I feel 

you should be able to receive permits by mail— and then be fined if you 

don't notify the Park Service of changes and completion of the hike." 

Another added, "One annoying part of the trip was caused by the over- 

protective attitude of the rangers running the backcountry permit of

fice." A third said that "too much, red tape (standing in line, etc.) 

by government is more irritating than running into a few hikers."

Ideally the backcountry office should remain open with longer hours or 

there should be some easing of the requirement that one show up in 

person to fill out a permit.

These minor problems of administration do not detract from the 

need to continue issuing permits. The benefits of a permit system—  

safety, the provision of regulations, and improved wilderness quality 

through reduced use and improved visitor behavior— far outweigh, the 

costs (Hendee and Lucas 1973). The fact that ninety percent agreed that 

every backcountry traveler should be required to get a permit lends a 

great deal of support to this program. Most hikers seemed aware of the 

necessity of protecting the fragile Inner Canyon environment and were 

bothered enough by crowding to support use limitation.

Group Size Limits

Large groups possess great potential for much more severe impact 

on the physical environment than many small parties (ORRRC 1962, Lime
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1972, 1975, Stankey 1973). They also reduce the overall satisfaction 

of other users who encounter large groups on the trail or in the camp

site. Therefore many have advocated the restriction of group size 

(Snyder 1966, Lime 1972, Stankey 1973). At the Grand Canyon the present 

maximum group size for all trails is sixteen persons. To many respon

dents this is not restrictive enough.

Because of the threat to the enjoyment of other parties, Lime 

(1972) suggested a group size limit of nine in the Boundary Waters Canoe 

Area. Despite the fact that only eight percent of use was in groups of 

nine or more, he found that such groups had significant negative impact 

on user satisfaction (Lime 1975). Over four-fifths of Grand Canyon 

hikers felt that large parties reduced the feeling of being in a wilder

ness and over nine-tenths felt that group size should be limited. The 

mean preferred maximum group size, 8.6 persons, agrees very well with 

Lime's proposed group limits.

Many respondents had positive comments about large parties, 

however. One said, "though I like hiking and seeing few people I real

ize clubs like the one I belong to provide others with the opportunity 

to go places with experienced hikers. I don't want to limit their ac

cess to areas like the Grand Canyon." Similarly another said, "while 

I do not prefer seeing large groups on the trail, they do have positive 

aspects. While such a group would admittedly have a more severe impact 

on the environment, many people are introduced to the wilderness who 

would not normally have the opportunity.11 A third expressed an attitude 

favorable toward large parties: "I have hiked in the Canyon with, a
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large group of people (15 people and parents) and found that their im

pact on the environment was no more than one hiker.”

Large groups do serve a useful function in the Grand Canyon.

Many people who might not otherwise have the chance to see the Inner 

Canyon may be able to do so through a hiking club or other outdoor or

ganization. Additionally, many large parties visit the Grand Canyon 

for educational purposes, very often to study geology. User preferences 

suggest that perhaps groups of sixteen should not be allowed everywhere 

in the Inner Canyon. The adverse reaction to seeing large parties on 

the backcountry trails suggests that such, groups should be limited to 

the maintained trails, the Kaibab and Bright Angel, and possibly to the 

Hermit Trail. The remainder of the backcountry might have reduced size
I

limits. Since nine persons was the mean preferred group size maximum, 

this seems a reasonable number to recommend.

To many hikers nine is still unacceptably large. Sixty percent 

expressed a desire for even smaller group sizes. The only way to meet 

their desires would be to have lower limits on some of the more remote 

trails and on all of the off-trail routes. Such a three-level approach 

would offer the visitor the maximum choice.

Zoning

Differentiation in attitudes among hikers on the different 

trails strongly supports a management program which, would allow a hier

archy of use levels on the different trails, as suggested for limiting 

group sizes above. Current policy treats the maintained trails as one 

unit and all the rest of the backcountry as a second unit. The Bright
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Angel-Kaibab corridor is managed as a very high intensive use zone, 

while the remainder of the Inner Canyon is regarded as a wilderness area 

and managed for low use. Three or more use levels may have a much 

better capacity to provide every hiker with a high quality wilderness 

experience. This was expressed quite well by one respondent:

As far as limiting numbers of people I would like to see it 
done in varying degrees— areas could be designated as high den
sity, medium density, or low density. In that way there would 
be areas where one could find solitude, yet the high and medium 
density areas would accommodate seme of the demand for people or 
groups who do not find solitude important to them at the time.
Along the same line the group size limit could vary with each 
location. In this way classes and other groups (important to me 
as I am tentatively planning to bring my geology class to the 
Grand Canyon this fall) would still be allowed in certain areas—  
yet some areas would have very small group limits and thus pre
serve solitude (also very important to me).

For many of the attitude statements concerning use level prefer

ences there was a distinction among the Bright Angel, the Hermit and 

Grandview, and the remainder of the wilderness trails (Tables 22-24). 

There was a higher tolerance for more people on the Bright Angel than on 

the Hermit and sometimes the Grandview, and more tolerance on the Hermit 

than on the other trails. With three use level zones, one could choose 

to hike a particular trail based on desires and expectations for that 

trip. A fourth level, even more restrictive than the other three, if 

instituted in all off-trail areas and possibly on such infrequently 

used trails as the North Bass and Nankoweap, would offer the hiker the 

maximum amount of solitude.

At the present time the two level system works adequately, be

cause only in the last four or five years have many people discovered 

the joys of hiking the remote trails and off-trail routes. For one
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seeking solitude many spots still exist which are very seldom visited. 

But if backpacking continues to become increasingly popular over the 

next couple of decades, restrictive management will become much more 

important. Already several outdoor organizations take one or two 

wilderness trips per year to very out-of-the-way places. Such groups 

can destroy the satisfaction of small parties who have chosen such a 

remote place to find solitude. Zoning for different levels of use now 

would set a standard for carrying capacity which would preserve the 

maximum number of options.

Established Sites and Trip Routes

On the Bright Angel and Kaibab Trails anyone wishing to camp 

overnight must obtain a permit, which is attached to one's backpack, 

for a particular campground and a set date. In this manner travel 

routes and camping locations are strictly controlled. Backcountry man

agers are considering the same option for the Hermit Trail and for the 

Tonto Trail between the Hermit and Bright Angel Trails. There are both 

advantages and disadvantages to such an approach.

Assigned trip routes and campsites concentrate ecological im

pact, including soil compaction, vegetation trampling, and littering, to 

small bounded areas. Since hikers so strongly objected to litter and 

impact, perhaps they would like to see such damage localized. Less than 

half of those surveyed felt that one should camp wherever he pleases in 

remote backcountry. Many of those who did added comments: "if you

leave no traces;" "only if area is kept clean;" "as long as care is 

taken not to damage plants or pollute streams with excrement and fires
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are not used to cook on;" and "as long as it is not disturbing a deli

cate area." Those who disagreed seemed to be aware of the impossibility 

of preventing human impact: "we have to consider fragile ecosystems."

Used in conjunction with a computer-assisted travel simulation 

model, assigned routes can help minimize encounters (Romesburg 1974). 

Such a scheme is currently being used to aid in the scheduling of river 

raft trips through the Canyon. A travel model is also being developed 

to assess use on the Hermit-Bright Angel loop. With only a trailhead 

quota, if fifteen persons started down the Hermit and fifteen down the 

Bright Angel, all thirty could conceivably camp at the same place at 

some point in the middle of the loop. According to backcountry office 

workers this situation has occurred several times at Monument Creek, a 

popular campsite on the Tonto Trail just east of the Hermit Trail. 

Established camp spots with nightly quotas would alleviate this crowd

ing.

Many feel that set schedules remove much of the freedom that is 

an essential part of an enjoyable wilderness experience. Knowing that 

one must hike a certain distance in order to reach, the campground as

signed in the permit removes the possibility of laying over an extra 

day at a particularly beautiful spot. Many hikers alter their original 

planned route in order to enjoy an especially spectacular Canyon land

scape. Some Colorado River beaches beckon one to stay for days or weeks 

just sitting and marvelling at the beauty of the place. Assigned . 

schedules would not as easily allow a hiker to enjoy such, freedom. As 

some routes become more heavily used, however, such restrictive measures
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may have to be instituted to prevent overcrowding and to protect deli

cate environments.

Other Alternatives

Encouraging Off-season Use. Over half of all backcountry trail 

users visit the Canyon during March, April, May, or over Thanksgiving. 

Unfortunately people hike when they have time available and when the 

weather is the most desirable. During the summer, many trails lack 

shade and water and are almost intolerable to all but the most experi

enced desert hiker. During the winter, days are short and both days 

and nights can be cold. A program to inform people of the benefits of 

off-season hiking, including the information in Table 1 as to when the 

season is (this is not generally known by most hikers), could influence 

some visitors to come during uncrowded periods. A more even distribu

tion of backcountry hikers throughout the year might somewhat lessen the 

problems of crowding. School vacation periods and long weekends, how

ever, will continue to attract as many people as are permitted.

User Fee. The Park Service already collects a two dollar fee 

per car for entering the park. Only one-third of the survey respondents 

agreed that an additional moderate charge should be made to cover the 

costs of backcountry administration and maintenance. This gives no in

dication of how many people would favor the use of fees to limit the 

number of visitors. With the high cost of travel to the Grand Canyon, 

and considering the great distance many people come, there is consider

able doubt that a small backcountry fee would lower demand.
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The Havasupai Indians, who control access to their reservation 

in Havasu (Cataract) Canyon, charged a flat one dollar fee to pass over 

the Reservation six years ago. An increase to two dollars and subse

quently to five dollars changed visitation patterns very little. Re

cently they instituted a two dollar per night camping fee on top of the 

flat charge, raising the price of a week's stay to nineteen dollars.

Such drastic measures could decrease demand for use of the wilderness 

trails, but public outcry would undoubtedly be overwhelming.

New Trails. The construction of new trails might help relieve 

congestion by dispersing visitors (Brandborg 1963). However, the 

thirty-year master plan for the Grand Canyon (U.S.D.I., National Park 

Service 1974a) foresees no such new development. Human impact will not 

be carried into new areas presently untouched. This alternative has 

not been considered a viable one by Park Service decision makers.

Maintenance of Difficult Access. Referring again to the master 

plan, none of the existing dirt roads which provide access to some of 

the wilderness trails are to be improved. One (to the top of the North 

Bass Trail) may even be closed with the passage of the Grand Canyon 

Wilderness Bill. Rough access will continue to limit visitation to some 

of the more remote trails, such as the South Bass and Nankoweap. This 

policy might be continued to allow hikers seeking solitude the option 

of choosing these routes. Lime (1975) considered this method of re

striction much more favorable than assigned routes.

Complete Restriction. Edward Abbey (1973) has suggested that 

perhaps some wilderness should be set aside with no visitation allowed. 

This raises the theoretical question of whether wilderness would really
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exist if it wasn't available for exploration and visitation by humans. 

The psychological benefits of wilderness to those people who cannot or 

do not visit such areas is a direction of research which has been sadly 

neglected. Would visitors to the Grand Canyon feel good knowing that a 

section of the Inner Canyon was closed completely, as free of all human 

impact as possible? This question remains unanswered.

A more reasonable and workable management alternative is to 

periodically close certain areas that are heavily used to allow some 

natural restoration. This is now being tested along the Colorado River 

where some heavily impacted river beaches have been closed to river 

runners. Unfortunately, arid environments do not recover quickly. Two 

to three hundred years may be required for areas heavily damaged by wild 

burros in the Canyon to return to a natural state after their removal 

(Caruthers 1977). The same could easily be true for human impact. This 

option must be considered, however, where damage continually worsens as 

visitation increases.

Enforcement

Backcountry policing is a very sticky issue. Few people enjoy 

dealing with law enforcement officers; this is certainly nowhere more 

true than in a wilderness area where many have chosen to hike simply to 

avoid such inconveniences. Restrictive measures must be enforced in 

some manner if they are to be effective, however. Only one-fourth of 

the survey respondents agreed that "it is not necessary to patrol remote 

backcountry areas regularly." Similarly over four-fifths disagreed that 

"in remote backcountry recreational areas, nobody had better try to tell



me what I should or shouldn't do." Apparently hikers in the Grand 

Canyon accept the presence of backcountry rangers.

At the present time the Park Service patrols only a small por

tion of the Inner Canyon. Full-time rangers are on duty along the 

Bright Angel and North Kaibab Trails. The wilderness routes are only 

patrolled occasionally by one of the persons from the backcountry reser

vations office, and then usually on one of the more frequently used 

trails. Some areas are never patrolled. The number of hikers entering 

the Canyon without permits is a complete unknown, as is the number of 

persons camping in the wrong place or violating some other rule. As 

backpacking in the Canyon becomes more popular, enforcement of the 

trail limits and rules governing their use will be more important in 

preserving a high quality wilderness experience.

Outhouses

The Wilderness Act of 1964 forbids almost all structures and 

convenience facilities in designated wilderness areas. Temporary chem

ical toilets or outhouses are one exception to the rule. In areas of 

heavy use the problems of human waste and discarded toilet paper are 

severe. On the Bright Angel and Kaibab Trails flush toilets are pro

vided at two of the campgrounds, and outhouses service the other camps 

and many of the resting places. With almost two hundred thousand visi

tors annually, these facilities are an absolute necessity. On the 

wilderness trails the need for outhouses is more questionable. Only 

thirty percent agreed that "the Park Service should maintain outhouses 

at the most used campsites, even on the wilderness (nonmaintained) 

trails," while just over half disagreed.

113
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Currently there is only one outhouse on the wilderness trails, 

recently installed at Hermit Creek. Another at Thunder River was re

moved because too many people were using it as a garbage dump. This 

may have to be replaced very soon. Nothing is more obnoxious to the 

hiker than human excrement and toilet paper.

In comments made on the questionnaire many respondents seemed to 

favor outhouses at very heavily visited areas, such as Hermit Creek and 

Thunder River, but rejected them elsewhere. "Outhouses are necessary 

even in backcountry areas if high usage is expected." Another said, 

"helps keep water supply clean." Regarding the Thunder River area:

"In heavily camped areas such as along Tapeats Creek I feel that sani

tary facilities are necessary to prevent a very unsanitary situation—  

namely human body waste behind every rock in the area;" and, "modesty 

is no excuse for defecating on the banks of Thunder River where the only 

cover is to be found. I wonder what effect this unsanitary practice has 

on the dippers and water ouzels that live on Thunder River." One who 

agreed with the attitude statement added, "heavily used areas only 

(Hermit yes, Hance no)."

One hiker summed up the general feeling: "though I think out

houses are inconsistent with a wilderness setting, I think it may be a 

lesser evil than the sight and smell of human waste." Outhouses are 

necessary at the most used camping spots. Education of hikers on how 

to bury their waste and dispose of the toilet paper by burning (which 

can be dangerous) or carrying it out in a plastic bag can eliminate the 

problem in most other areas.
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Airplanes and Helicopters

Over seventy percent agreed that "airplanes and helicopters fly

ing over the Grand Canyon detract from, the feeling that one is in a 

wilderness." Almost half of the respondents found them annoying and 

almost one-fourth said that aircraft had become such a problem that they 

interfered with their enjoyment of wilderness. Sixty percent disagreed 

that helicopters are justified for scenic flights. This strong reaction 

against airplanes and helicopters over the Canyon suggests that perhaps 

their use should be greatly reduced.

One hiker said, "Scenic flights create a true nuisance with 

their echoing buzz saw sound . . . .  X felt a true sense of injustice 

at having worked through grueling sunmer heat to reach such a beautiful 

area [Thunder River], only to have it destroyed by the noise of someone 

who had not exerted themselves at all to see the Canyon." Perhaps this 

is a bit of an elitist viewpoint. Nevertheless, planes do detract from 

one's enjoyment of wilderness. One scenic flight company feels that 

they are offering the visitor a wilderness experience by flying them 

over the Grand Canyon (Sutton and Sutton 1970). Most hikers would laugh 

outright at this.

The Conservation Foundation in its report National Parks for the 

Future recommended: "Because noise is destructive of solitude, the

National Park Service should seek to have overflights by aircraft regu

lated" (1972, p. 37). Several management possibilities would greatly 

improve the feeling of wilderness. First of all, there is no reason 

why a transcontinental commercial jet should be allowed to alter its 

course to afford passengers an aerial view of the Canyon. The FAA might
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do well to greatly reduce such reroutings. Second, vapor trails from 

Air Force and commercial jets cause significant visual pollution. Can

yon landscapes are often marred by an incongruous white line across the 

sky. These might be severely restricted.

The more serious problem of local scenic flights, especially 

those from Las Vegas to the South Rim, and of helicopter tours is much 

more difficult to solve. One suggestion is to restrict scenic flights 

to one hour each day (Sutton and Sutton 1970). This may be too ex

treme. Another possibility is to raise the lower flying limits to two 

or three thousand feet above the Canyon rim (the present limit is about 

one thousand feet below the rim). Still a third option would be to 

limit scenic tours to just a few sections of the Canyon, such, as the 

area over the Bright Ange1-Kaibab corridor which will not be designated 

as wilderness. Because Thunder River is one of the more attractive 

places in the Canyon, with huge waterfalls and lush green vegetation 

between high red walls, more planes circle over this area than most 

other sections of the Canyon. A reduction in the number of planes over 

this area might enhance the wilderness experience of hikers in the 

Thunder River area. Similarly the whock-whock sound of low flying heli

copters is unbelievably disturbing in the usually peaceful Inner Canyon. 

If much of the Canyon is to be a true wilderness area, the Park Service 

will have to force the flight companies to make great sacrifices in 

order to preserve other visitors' high quality experience.
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River Trips

Seventy percent of the hikers surveyed agreed that "seeing or 

hearing motorboats on the Colorado River detracts from the feeling that 

one is in a wilderness." The new River Management Plan, not yet publi

cized, has recommended that all motorized rafts be eliminated within the 

next three or four years. This will be a significant first step in add

ing the river corridor to the proposed wilderness area and will greatly 

decrease, the dissatisfaction of users who choose other modes of trans

port, i.e., feet.

The other more problematical question is how to restrict the use 

of some areas to river runners. Many hikers in the Thunder River-. 

Tapeats Creek-Deer Creek area complained about river raft parties. One 

respondent commented: "I also found that the Thunder Spring area had

been trampled to dust largely by the very excessive number of people to 

the area up from the rafts. I feel that it is little more than postur

ing by the park officials to limit the backpackers to fifteen/trail when 

literally hundreds/trail come up from the river rafts." Another said,

"I found it irritating to exert myself through ten miles of summer heat 

only to find nine rafters (and more down the trail) at Thunder River.

The whole feeling of isolation was destroyed by these people who had 

made it most of the way by motor rafts and then just walked up the 

creek. It left me with the feeling that a road had been built just 

down the stream." A third added: "What is the point of a fifteen per

son limit on the trail when there are easily 50-100 people taking the 

short hike from the river? This has made Tapeats and Deer Creeks any

thing but wilderness."
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One hiker suggested that river parties be limited to hiking only 

one mile from the river (Thunder River is three miles from the Colo

rado) . It seems unlikely that park officials will so restrict side 

canyons, especially in light of the fact that most river runners also 

feel they are enjoying a wilderness experience (Boster 1972, Larson 

1974). Perhaps, however, each river company could have a limit on the 

number of trips each season which stop at certain places. For example 

if a certain company ran thirty trips each summer, possibly only five 

or six should be allowed to stop at Tapeats Creek to make the hike to 

Thunder River. Similarly only one company at a time might be permitted 

to stop at certain side canyons. On one day during the collection of 

questionnaires at Thunder River in June, 1976, fifty people from three 

different companies made the trip up to Thunder Falls. This was sig

nificantly worse than if only fifteen from one company had visited. 

Minimizing the possible disturbance from large raft parties without 

entirely eliminating it may be a satisfactory solution. Hikers should 

also be told in advance that if they plan to visit some areas they can 

expect to meet many large river groups. Then they would have the op

tion of switching their route or deciding to visit that area during the 

fall or winter when no rafts are on the river.

Information and Education

Informing hikers of the possibility of meeting river raft com

panies is only one facet of a program designed to educate backcountry 

visitors. Employees at the backcountry reservation office already do 

a good job of informing visitors of what to expect, especially regarding
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weather, water supplies, and ruggedness of terrain. Often those who are 

refused a permit because the quotas have been filled are told the rea

sons for having such a system, that is to prevent undue ecological 

damage and to preserve wilderness qualities. In combination with a 

short explanation of the objectives of the Wilderness Act and the Na

tional Wilderness Preservation System, this discourse can greatly im

prove public understanding of the need for regulations limiting use.

Additional instruction of visitors should (and to some extent 

already does) include expected wilderness behavior. People need to be 

told the ease with which physical damage can occur by making new trails 

and stomping on surface vegetation. They need to be informed that 

orange peels and egg shells do not easily degrade and that tin cans and 

aluminum foil hidden under a rock never magically disappear. People 

don't know how to toilet in the wilderness unless told. Most of all 

visitors should be instilled with a need for consideration toward other 

hikers— the mere presence of others may destroy one's solitude, while 

behavior unbecoming of the wilderness certainly will.



CHAPTER 8

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Only certain types of individuals undertake a backpacking trip 

in the Grand Canyon. Hikers on the wilderness trails are generally 

young males with above average education and income. A majority are 

students and professionals, and most were raised in and currently reside 

in urban areas. Almost all Grand Canyon hikers take several hiking 

trips annually, and a majority on the wilderness trails have done many 

previous Canyon hikes. Almost one-fourth are members of some outdoor 

club or conservation organization. Thus, the Canyon hiker is not an 

average recreationist but is more dedicated to backpacking, more in

volved with organizations, more familiar with hiking in the Grand 

Canyon, and therefore perhaps more aware of the problems of trail 

management in the Canyon.

Visitors choose to hike in the Grand Canyon for many reasons. 

Beauty and scenery are the reasons mentioned most often by wilderness 

trail hikers. Getting away from people and from civilization in general 

so as to enjoy nature also appear to be important in visitors' deci

sions. Challenge and appreciation of the Canyon from below the rim cure 

additional motives. Solitude may also be an important motivating 

factor, although not many hikers volunteered solitude as a reason for 

hiking in the Canyon. Hikers choose a particular wilderness trail
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because it is off the beaten path, because they have never done the 

trail before, and because of the beauty of the particular area.

Almost every hiker on the wilderness trails perceives the Inner 

Canyon as a wilderness area. Canyon hikers' attitudes about what wil

derness should be closely parallel defining phrases in the Wilderness 

Act. A wilderness area "(1) generally appears to have been affected 

primarily by the forces of nature, with the imprint of man's work sub

stantially unnoticeable; [and] (2) has outstanding opportunities for 

solitude or a primitive and unconfined type of recreation" (U.S. Stat

utes, Public Law 88-577, 1964). Canyon hikers feel they should be able 

to hike and see few other people, and that they should not have to camp 

in the vicinity of others. Most object to seeing large parties on the 

trail. Almost all hikers feel that man's impact should be minimal.

They feel that every backpacker should carry out his trash and that 

every Canyon hiker should be aware of his potential ecological impact. 

Trail users seek to find the most nondegraded environments possible, 

even if use must be severely restricted to achieve pristine wilderness. _

Grand Canyon hikers' most serious complaints involve intrusions 

to their enjoyment of the Inner Canyon as a wilderness. Litter is the 

single most annoying factor causing hikers to recognize man's adverse 

impact on the environment. Heavily impacted campsites, where vegetation 

has been stripped and soil has been trampled, are an additional source 

of disturbance. Many complained of large groups traveling together, 

especially in areas where hikers interact with large river raft parties. 

Almost as important as litter to most Canyon hikers is the reduced
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satisfaction resulting from, the dozens of aircraft flying over the Grand 

Canyon each day. Many feel that airplanes and helicopters are such a 

problem that they seriously reduce the enjoyment of a Canyon hike, and 

a majority feel that the use of aircraft over the Canyon should be 

greatly restricted. A high proportion of hikers also object to seeing 

motorized rafts on the Colorado River. Since motorboats are not per

mitted in designated wilderness areas. Canyon hikers seem well attuned 

to the directives of the Wilderness Act.

There is overwhelming support for the present National Park 

Service policy of limiting use on the wilderness trails and of requiring 

every backcountry traveler to obtain a permit before entering the Can

yon. Few trail users feel that more people should be allowed on the 

trails. Almost all visitors believe group size should be restricted, 

and most Inner Canyon hikers prefer limits which cure below the current 
fifteen-person maximum. Although hikers support present trail limita

tion policies, there is some doubt that other methods of limiting use 

would be accepted. Only one-third feel that a charge should be made 

for the use of the Canyon's trails.

Other management solutions are supported which would enhance 

the quality of the visitor experience. A majority of trail users feel 

that helicopters are not justified for scenic flights over the Grand 

Canyon. Most hikers believe that such flights detract from the feeling 

of being in a wilderness. Many hikers on the heavily used trails com

mented about the necessity of providing outhouses to protect the areas 

from becoming littered with toilet paper. Hikers in the Thunder River 

area seem to feel that visitation by river runners should be severely
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restricted to prevent the Tapeats Creek area from becoming more im

pacted. A majority of hikers on all of the wilderness trails consider 

additional patrolling of backcountry trails necessary to protect wil

derness qualities.

By designating the Inner Canyon as a wilderness area there will 

be no sudden alterations which will cause every visitor to realize he 

is in the wilderness. Regardless of definitions in the dictionary or 

in the Wilderness Act every individual has his own perception of wil

derness. Fortunately many, aspects are agreed upon by nearly everyone.

A wilderness is an area in some primitive natural state. It is a region 

which contains no permanent inhabitants, and allows no access by motor

ized transport. Agreement on other aspects, sought in this research, 

is more difficult to establish.

The level of use an area can sustain and remain a wilderness is 

one such question. Nearly everyone felt that beyond some visitation 

level the Inner Canyon lost some of its wilderness qualities. There was 

certainly no consensus on what that level is. An absolute number for 

social carrying capacity is impossible to ascertain. Nevertheless, for 

each visitor there is some number of encounters beyond which he no 

longer perceives the area as wilderness. This perceived level depends 

on what trail the hiker chose and how many others he expected to meet, 

and on the hiker's motivations for the particular trip.

The management alternatives suggested— permits and quotas, 

group size limits, zoning, and scheduling of trips— would all help to 

minimize the impact of people on other people and allow the greatest
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number of people to enjoy the Inner Canyon as wilderness. Protecting 

the environment by reducing littered and impacted campsites and retain

ing a natural condition are equally important and are a logical outcome 

of programs designed to restrict the number of users and to educate the 

users with the necessity of such restrictive measures.

Management cannot be based solely on a user survey. Users may 

have desires which are "impossible, selfish and conflicting, based on 

faulty data, short sighted and changing, or capable of being changed" 

(Lucas 1966, p. 121). Because hikers expressed distaste for aircraft 

and river rafts does not dictate that such uses of the Grand Canyon 

should be eliminated. After all hikers are not the only visitors to 

the Canyon. Similarly because a majority of users felt that solitude 

was very important to them does not imply that use levels should be set 

to meet the desires of only these visitors. Attitudes varying by trail 

and by expectation and motivation for each trip indicate that compromise 

and optimum choice will best lead to the goal of providing every Inner 

Canyon visitor with the highest quality experience.

What lies in the future? Backcountry use will continue to in

crease at a great rate, and pressure to raise the trail limitations will 

mount. Perhaps changing attitudes, preferences, and perceptions of 

wilderness will justify this course of action. If not, visitors must 

be made to realize why they might be turned away or forced to wait in 

line before undertaking a Canyon hike. Preserving wilderness qualities 

on the backcountry trails was important to almost every survey respon

dent. Ninety percent felt the Inner Canyon qualified as wilderness.
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Hopefully" fifty years from now, with proper wilderness management, an 

equally high proportion will feel the same way. A management program 

sensitive to, and evolving with. Grand Canyon user attitudes will best 

preserve the Inner Canyon and its backcountry trails as wilderness for 

all future visitors.



APPENDIX A

COMPLETE TEXT OF THE WILDERNESS ACT

Public Law 88-577 
88th Congress, S. 4 
September 3, 1964

An Act

To establish a National Wilderness Preservation System for the permanent 
good of the whole people, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States of America in Congress assembled,

SHORT TITLE

SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "Wilderness Act."

WILDERNESS SYSTEM ESTABLISHED— STATEMENT OF POLICY

SECTION 2. (a) In order to assure that an increasing popula
tion, accompanied by expanding settlement and growing mechanization, 
does not occupy and modify all areas within the United States and its 
possessions, leaving no lands designated for preservation and protection 
in their natural condition, it is hereby declared to be the policy of 
the Congress to secure for the American people of present and future 
generations the benefits of an enduring resource of wilderness. For 
this purpose there is hereby established a National Wilderness Preser
vation System to be composed of federally owned areas designated by 
Congress as "wilderness areas," and these shall be administered for the 
use and enjoyment of the American people in such manner as will leave 
them unimpaired for future use and enjoyment as wilderness, and so as 
to provide for the protection of these areas, the preservation of their 
wilderness character, and for the gathering and dissemination of infor
mation regarding their use and enjoyment as wilderness; and no Federal 
lands shall be designated as "wilderness areas" except as provided for 
in this Act or by a subsequent Act.

(b) The inclusion of an area in the National Wilderness Preser
vation System notwithstanding, the area shall continue to be managed by 
the Department and agency having jurisdiction thereover immediately 
before its inclusion in the National Wilderness Preservation System 
unless otherwise provided by Act of Congress. No appropriation shall
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be available for the payment of expenses or salaries for the administra
tion of the National Wilderness Preservation System as a separate unit 
nor shall any appropriations be available for additional personnel 
stated as being required solely for the purpose of managing or admin
istering areas solely because they are included within the National 
Wilderness Preservation System.

DEFINITION OF WILDERNESS

(c) A wilderness, in contrast with those areas where man and his 
own works dominate the landscape, is hereby recognized as an area where 
the earth and its community of life are untrammeled by man, where man 
himself is a visitor who does not remain. An area of wilderness is 
further defined to mean in this Act an area of undeveloped Federal land 
retaining its primeval character and influence, without permanent im
provements or human habitation, which is protected and managed so as to 
preserve its natural conditions and which (1) generally appears to have 
been affected primarily by the forces of nature, with the imprint of 
man's work substantially unnoticeable; (2) has outstanding opportunities 
for solitude or a primitive and unconfined type of recreation; (3) has 
at least five thousand acres of land or is of sufficient size as to make 
practicable its preservation and use in an unimpaired condition; and 
(4) may also contain ecological, geological, or other features of scien
tific, educational, scenic, or historical value.

NATIONAL WILDERNESS PRESERVATION SYSTEM— EXTENT OF SYSTEM

SECTION 3. (a) All areas within the national forests classified
at least 30 days before the effective date of this Act by the Secretary 
of Agriculture or the Chief of the Forest Service as "wilderness," 
"wild," or "canoe" are hereby designated as wilderness areas. The 
Secretary of Agriculture shall—

(1) Within one year after the effective date of this Act, 
file a map and legal description of each wilderness area with 
the Interior and Insular Affairs Committees of the United States 
Senate and the House of Representatives, and such descriptions 
shall have the same force and effect as if included in this Act: 
Provided, however, That correction of clerical and typographical 
errors in such legal descriptions and maps may be made.

(2) Maintain, available to the public, records pertaining to 
said wilderness areas, including maps and legal descriptions, 
copies of regulations governing them, copies of public notices 
of, and reports submitted to Congress regarding pending addi
tions, eliminations, or modifications. Maps, legal descriptions, 
and regulations pertaining to wilderness areas within their re
spective jurisdictions also shall be available to the public in 
the offices of regional foresters, national forest supervisors, 
and forest rangers.
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Classification. (b) The Secretary of Agriculture shall, within 
ten years after the enactment of this Act, review, as to its suitability 
or non-suitability for preservation as wilderness, each area in the na
tional forests classified on the effective date of this Act by the Sec
retary of Agriculture or the Chief of the Forest Service as "primitive" 
and report his findings to the President.

Presidential recommendation to Congress. The President shall 
advise the United States Senate and House of Representatives of his 
recommendations with respect to the designation as "wilderness" or other 
reclassification of each area on which review has been completed, to
gether with maps and a definition of boundaries. Such advice shall be 
given with respect to not less than one-third of all the areas now 
classified as "primitive" within three years after the enactment of this 
Act, not less than two-thirds within seven years after the enactment of 
this Act, and the remaining areas within ten years after the enactment 
of this Act.

Congressional approval. Each recommendation of the President 
for designation as "wilderness" shall become effective only if so pro
vided by an Act of Congress. Areas classified as "primitive" on the 
effective date of this Act shall continue to be administered under the 
rules and regulations affecting such areas on the effective date of this 
Act until Congress has determined otherwise. Any such area may be in
creased in size by the President at the time he submits his recommenda
tions to the Congress by not more than five thousand acres with no more 
than one thousand two hundred and eighty acres of such increase in any 
one compact unit; if it is proposed to increase the size of any such 
area by more than five thousand acres or by more than one thousand two 
hundred and eighty acres in any one compact unit the increase in size 
shall not become effective until acted upon by Congress. Nothing herein 
contained shall limit the President in proposing, as part of his recom
mendations to Congress, the alteration of existing boundaries of primi
tive areas or recommending the addition of any contiguous area of na
tional forest lands predominantly of wilderness value. Notwithstanding 
any other provisions of this Act, the Secretary of Agriculture may com
plete his review and delete such area as may be necessary, but not to 
exceed seven thousand acres, from the southern tip of the Gore Range- 
Eagles Nest Primitive Area, Colorado, if the Secretary determines that 
such action is in the public interest.

Report to President. (c) Within ten years after the effective 
date of this Act the Secretary of the Interior shall review every road
less area of five thousand continuous acres or more in the national 
parks, monuments and other units of the national park system and every 
such area of, and every roadless island within, the national wildlife 
refuges and game ranges, under his jurisdiction on the effective date 
of this Act and shall report to the President his recommendation as to 
the suitability or non-suitability of each such area or island for 
preservation as wilderness.
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Presidential recommendation to Congress. The President shall 
advise the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Rep
resentatives of his recommendation with respect to the designation as 
wilderness of each such area or island on which review has been com
pleted, together with a map thereof and a definition of its boundaries. 
Such advice shall be given with respect to not less than one-third of 
the areas and islands to be reviewed under this subsection within three 
years after enactment of this Act, not less than two-thirds within 
seven years of enactment of this Act, and the remainder within ten years 
of enactment of this Act.

Congressional approval. A recommendation of the President for 
designation as wilderness shall become effective only if so provided by 
an Act of Congress. Nothing contained herein shall, by implication or 
otherwise, be construed to lessen the present statutory authority of 
the Secretary of the Interior with respect to the maintenance of road
less areas within units of the national park system.

Suitability. (d) (1) The Secretary of Agriculture and the Sec
retary of the Interior shall, prior to submitting any recommendations 
to the President with respect to the suitability of any area for preser
vation as wilderness—

Publication in Federal Register. (A) give such public notice 
of the proposed action as they deem appropriate, including pub
lication in the Federal Register and in a newspaper having gen
eral circulation in the area or areas in the vicinity of the 
affected land;

Hearings. (B) hold a public hearing or hearings at a loca
tion or locations convenient to the area affected. The he curings 
shall be announced through such means as the respective Secre
taries involved deem appropriate, including notices in the 
Federal Register and in newspapers of general circulation in 
the area: Provided. That if the lands involved are located in 
more than one State, at least one hearing shall be held in each 
State in which a portion of the land lies;

(C) at least thirty days before the date of a hearing advise 
the Governor of each State and the governing board of each 
county, or in Alaska the borough, in which the lands are lo
cated , and invite such officials and Federal agencies to submit 
their views on the proposed action at the hearing or by no later 
than thirty days following the date of the hearing.

(2) Any views submitted to the appropriate Secretary under the 
provisions of (1) of this subsection with respect to any area shall be 
included with any recommendations to the President and to Congress with 
respect to such area.
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Proposed modification. (e) Any modification or adjustment of 
boundaries of any wilderness area shall be recommended by the appro
priate Secretary after public notice of such proposal and public hear
ing or hearings as provided in subsection (d) of this section. The 
proposed modification or adjustment shall then be recommended with map 
and description thereof to the President. The President shall advise 
the United States Senate and the House of Representatives of his recom
mendations with respect to such modification or adjustment and such 
recommendations shall become effective only in the same manner as pro
vided for in subsections (b) and (c) of this section.

USE OF WILDERNESS AREAS

SECTION 4. (a) The purposes of this Act are hereby declared to
be within and supplemental to the purposes for which national forests 
and units of the national park and wildlife refuge systems are estab
lished and administered and—

(1) Nothing in this Act shall be deemed to be in interfer
ence with the purpose for which national forests are established 
as set forth in the Act of June 4, 1897 (30 Stat. 11), and the 
Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Act of June 12, 1960 (74 Stat. 215).

(2) Nothing in this Act shall modify the restrictions and 
provisions of the Shipstead-Nolan Act (Public Law 536, Seventy- 
first Congress, July 10, 1930; 46 Stat. 1020), the Thye-Blatnik 
Act (Public Law 733, Eightieth Congress, June 22, 1948; 62 Stat.
568), and the Humphrey-Thye-Blatnik-Andresen Act (Public Law 607, 
Eighty-fourth Congress, June 22, 1956; 70 Stat. 326), as apply
ing to the Superior National Forest or the regulations of the 
Secretary of Agriculture.

(3) Nothing in this Act shall modify the statutory authority 
under which units of the national park system are created. Fur
ther, the designation of any area of any park, monument, or other 
unit of the national park system as a wilderness area pursuant
to this Act shall in no manner lower the standards evolved for 
the use and preservation of such park, monument, or other unit 
of the national park system in accordance with the Act of Aug
ust 25, 1916, the statutory authority under which the area was 
created, or any other Act of Congress which might pertain to or 
affect such area, including, but not limited to, the Act of 
June 8, 1906 (34 Stat. 225; 16 U.S.C. 432 et seq.); section 3(2) 
of the Federal Power Act (16 U.S.C. 796(2)); and the Act of 
August 21, 1935 (49 Stat. 666; 16 U.S.C. 461 et seq.).

(b) Except as otherwise provided in this Act, each agency ad
ministering any area designated as wilderness shall be responsible for 
preserving the wilderness character of the area and shall so administer 
such area for such other purposes for which it may have been established
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as also to preserve its wilderness character. Except as otherwise 
provided in this Act, wilderness areas shall be devoted to the public 
purposes of recreational, scenic, scientific, educational, conserva
tion, and historical use.

PROHIBITION OF CERTAIN USES

(c) Except as specifically provided for in this Act, and subject 
to existing private rights, there shall be no commercial enterprise and 
no permanent road within any wilderness area designated by this Act and, 
except as necessary to meet minimum requirements for the administration 
of the area for the purpose of this Act (including measures requires in 
emergencies involving the health and safety of persons within the area), 
there shall be no temporary road, no use of motor vehicles, motorized 
equipment or motorboats, no landing of aircraft, no other form of me- 
.chanical transport, and no structure or installation within any such 
area.

SPECIAL PROVISIONS

(d) The following special provisions are hereby made:

(1) Within wilderness areas designated by this Act the use of 
aircraft or motorboats, where these uses have already become estab
lished, may be permitted to continue subject to such restrictions as 
the Secretary of Agriculture deems desirable. In addition, such mea
sures may be taken as may be necessary in the control of fire, insects, 
and diseases, subject to such conditions as the Secretary deems de
sirable.

(2) Nothing in this Act shall prevent within national forest 
wilderness areas any activity, including prospecting, for the purpose 
of gathering information about mineral or other resources, if such ac
tivity is carried on in a manner compatible with the preservation of 
the wilderness environment. Furthermore, in accordance with such pro
gram as the Secretary of the Interior shall develop and conduct in con
sultation with the Secretary of Agriculture, such areas shall be 
surveyed on a planned, recurring basis consistent with the concept of 
wilderness preservation by the Geological Survey and the Bureau of 
Mines to determine the mineral values, if any, that may be present; and 
the results of such surveys shall be made available to the public and 
submitted to the President and Congress.

Mineral leases, claims, etc. (3) Notwithstanding any other pro
visions of this Act, until midnight December 31, 1983, the United States 
mining laws and all laws pertaining to mineral leasing shall, to the 
same extent as applicable prior to the effective date of this Act, ex
tend to those national forest lands designated by this Act as "wilder
ness areas;" subject, however, to such reasonable regulations governing 
ingress and egress as may be prescribed by the Secretary of Agriculture
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consistent with the use of the land for mineral location and development 
and exploration,, drilling, and production, and use of land for trans
mission lines, waterlines, telephone lines, or facilities necessary in 
exploring, drilling, producing, mining, and processing operations, in
cluding where essential the use of mechanized ground or air equipment 
and restoration as near as practicable of the surface of the land dis
turbed in performing prospecting, location, and, in oil and gas leasing, 
discovery work, exploration, drilling, and production, as soon as they 
have served their purpose. Mining locations lying within the boundaries 
of said wilderness areas shall be held and used solely for mining or 
processing operations and uses reasonably incident thereto; and here
after, subject to valid existing rights, all patents issued under the 
mining laws of the United States affecting national forest lands desig
nated by this Act as wilderness areas shall convey title to the mineral 
deposits within the claim, together with the right to cut and use so 
much of the mature timber therefrom as may be needed in the extraction, 
removal, and beneficiation of the mineral deposits, if the timber is 
not otherwise reasonably available, and if the timber is cut under sound 
principles of forest management as defined by the national forest rules 
and regulations, but each such patent shall reserve to the United States 
all title in or to the surface of the lands and products thereof, and 
no use of the surface of the claim or the resources therefrom not rea
sonably required for carrying on mining or prospecting shall be allowed 
except as otherwise expressly provided in this Act: Provided, That,
unless hereafter specifically authorized, no patent within wilderness 
areas designated by this Act shall issue after December 31, 1983, ex
cept for the valid claims existing on or before December 31, 1983.
Mining claims located after the effective date of this Act within the 
boundaries of wilderness areas designated by this Act shall create no 
rights in excess of those rights which may be patented under the pro
visions of this subsection. Mineral leases, permits, and licenses 
covering lands within national forest wilderness areas designated by 
this Act shall contain such reasonable stipulations as may be prescribed 
by the Secretary of Agriculture for the protection of the wilderness 
character of the land consistent with the use of the land for the pur
poses for which they are leased, permitted, or licensed. Subject to 
valid rights then existing, effective January 1, 1984, the minerals in 
lands designated by this Act as wilderness areas are withdrawn from all 
forms of appropriation under the mining laws and from disposition under 
all laws pertaining to mineral leasing and all amendments thereto.

Water resources. (4) Within wilderness areas in the national 
forests designated by this Act, (1) the President may, within a specific 
area and in accordance with such regulations as he may deem desirable, 
authorize prospecting for water resources, the establishment and main
tenance of reservoirs, water-conservation works, power projects, trans
mission lines, and other facilities needed in the public interest, 
including the road construction and maintenance essential to the de
velopment and use thereof, upon his determination that such use or uses 
in the specific area will better serve the interests of the United
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States and the people thereof than will its denial; and (2) the grazing 
of livestock, where established prior to the effective date of this 
Act, shall be permitted to continue subject to such reasonable regula
tions as are deemed necessary by the Secretary of Agriculture.

(5) Other provisions of this Act to the contrary notwithstand
ing, the management of the Boundary Waters Canoe Area, formerly desig
nated as the Superior, Little Indian Sioux, and Caribou Roadless Areas, 
in the Superior National Forest, Minnesota, shall be in accordance with 
regulations established by the Secretary of Agriculture in accordance 
with the general purpose of maintaining, without unnecessary restric
tions on other uses, including that of timber, the primitive character 
of the area, particularly in the vicinity of lakes, streams, and por
tages: Provided, That nothing in this Act shall preclude the contin
uance within the area of any already established use of motorboats.

(6) Commercial services may be performed within the wilderness 
areas designated by this Act to the extent necessary for activities 
which are proper for realizing the recreational or other wilderness 
purposes of the areas.

(7) Nothing in this Act shall constitute an express or implied 
claim or denial on the part of the Federal Government as to exemption 
from State water laws.

(8) Nothing in this Act shall be construed as affecting the 
jurisdiction or responsibilities of the several States with respect to 
wildlife and fish in the national forests.

STATE AND PRIVATE LANDS WITHIN WILDERNESS AREAS

SECTION 5. (a) In any case where State-owned or privately owned
land is completely surrounded by national forest lands within areas 
designated by this Act as wilderness, such State or private owner shall 
be given such rights as may be necessary to assure adequate access to 
such State-owned or privately.owned land by such State or private owner 
and their successors in interest, or the State-owned land or privately 
owned land shall be exchanged for federally owned land in the same State 
of approximately equal value under authorities available to the Secre
tary of Agriculture:

Transfers, restriction. Provided, however. That the United 
States shall not transfer to a State or private owner any mineral in
terests unless the State or private owner relinquishes or causes to be 
relinquished to the United States the mineral interest in the surrounded 
land.

(b) In any case where valid mining claims or other valid occu
pancies are wholly within a designated national forest wilderness area, 
the Secretary of Agriculture shall, by reasonable regulations
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consistent with the preservation of the area as wilderness, permit in
gress and egress to such surrounded areas by means which have been or 
are being customarily enjoyed with respect to other such areas similarly 
situated.

Acquisition. (c) Subject to the appropriation of funds by Con
gress, the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to acquire privately 
owned land within the perimeter of any area designated by this Act as 
wilderness if (1) the owner concurs in such acquisition or (2) the 
acquisition is specifically authorized by Congress.

GIFTS, BEQUESTS, AND CONTRIBUTIONS

SECTION 6. (a) The Secretary of Agriculture may accept gifts or
bequests of land within wilderness areas designated by this Act for 
preservation as wilderness. The Secretary of Agriculture may also ac
cept gifts or bequests of land adjacent to wilderness areas designated 
by this Act for preservation as wilderness if he has given sixty days 
advance notice thereof to the President of the Senate and the Speaker 
of the House of Representatives. Land accepted by the Secretary of 
Agriculture under this section shall become part of the wilderness area 
involved. Regulations with regard to any such land may be in accordance 
with such agreements, consistent with the policy of this Act, as are 
made at the time of such gift, or such conditions, consistent with such 
policy, as may be included in, and accepted with, such bequest.

(b) The Secretary of Agriculture or the Secretary of the In
terior is authorized to accept private contributions and gifts to be 
used to further the purposes of this Act.

ANNUAL REPORTS

SECTION 7. At the opening of each session of Congress, the 
Secretaries of Agriculture and Interior shall jointly report to the 
President for transmission to Congress on the status of the wilderness 
system, including a list and descriptions of the areas in the system, 
regulations in effect, and other pertinent information, together with 
any recommendations they may care to make.

Approved September 3, 1964.
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T H E  U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  A R I Z O N A
TUCSON, A R I Z O N A  85721
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS A N D  PUBLIC ADM IN ISTR ATIO N
DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY, REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT. A N D  URBAN PLANNING

Dear Grand Canyon Hiker,

As part of my graduate studies in the Department of 
Geography at the University of Arizona, I am conducting a 
survey that I hope will answer some questions about hiker 
attitudes toward certain qualities of wilderness and toward 
different wilderness management policies. With rapidly 
increasing use on the backcountry trails in the Canyon, I 
have become concerned with the problems of crowding and 
heavy impact in certain localities• Only in the past few 
years have studies begun to question user preferences in 
backcountry wilderness areas.

If you have the time, I would greatly appreciate your 
cooperation in filling out the enclosed questionnaire and 
returning it using the stamped addressed envelope. Responses 
will remain anonymous. Any additional comments you might 
have will certainly be welcome.

Thank youl

Sincerely,

tyUrULjL of t
William L. Towler
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TRAIL

1. Humber in your party:
2. Number of days on trail:
3. Had you been down this trail before? YES NO
4. How many previous hiking trips have you made in the Grand Canyon?

Of these, about how many have been on wilderness (nonmmintained)
trails?

5. What would you say were your two or three main reasons for doing a hike 
in the Grand Canyon?

6. What were the two or three main reasons for choosing this particular trail?

For each of the following statements, indicate whether you strongly agree 
(SA), agree (A), disagree (D), strongly disagree (SO), or have no opinion 
(NO). Circle the appropriate choice.

7. It is reasonable to expect that one should be able 
to hike in the Grand Canyon and see few, if any, 
people.

8. Seeing a large party (a dozen or more people from 
a club, and so forth) reduces the feeling that 
you're out in the wilderness.

9. One should camp wherever he pleases in remote 
backcountry.

10. Playing cards and reading books are not appro
priate to backcountry unless the weather is bad.

11. In remote backcountry recreational areas, 
nobody had better try to tell me what I should 
or shouldn't do.

12. One should not wash his dishes, his clothes, 
or himself directly in streams.

13. All evidence of use of an area should be 
removed when leaving a campsite.

14. When staying out overnight in the wilderness
it is most enjoyable not to be near anyone else.

15. Seeing too many people in the wilderness is more 
disturbing than finding a littered campsite.

SA A NO D SD

SA A NO D SD

SA A NO D SD

SA A NO D SD

SA A NO D SD

SA A NO D SD

SA A NO D SD

SA A NO D SD

SA A NO D SD
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16. You should see at least one group of people 
a day in the wilderness to get the most 
enjoyment out of a trip.

SA A NO D SO

17. Seeing others on the trail and in the campsite 
and talking with them is an enjoyable part of 
any wilderness trip.

SA A NO D SD

18. If I found too many people on a certain Canyon 
trail, for the next trip I would choose one I 
expected to-be less crowded.

SA A NO D SD

19. Trash left by previous backpackers should be 
removed by other users if they can do so.

SA A NO D SD

20. The permit and quota system in the Grand Canyon 
is a good idea and should be enforced.

SA A NO D SD

21. The limits for each trail set by the Park 
Service (15 per trail) are reasonable.

SA A NO D SD

22. The Park Service should maintain outhouses 
at the most used campsites, even on the 
wilderness (nomaaintained) trails.

SA A NO D SD

23. It is reasonable to expect picnic tables 
at backcountry campsites.

SA A NO D SD

24. More people should be allowed to hike on the 
trails than the limits currently allow.

SA A NO D SD

25. Use of helicopters is justified in remote 
backcountry areas for protection of human 
life (e.g., rescues).

SA A NO D SD

26. Use of helicopters is justified in remote 
backcountry areas for visits by prominent 
people.

SA A NO D SD

27. Use of helicopters is justified over the 
Grand Canyon for scenic flights.

SA A NO D SD

28. Airplanes and helicopters flying over the 
Grand Canyon detract from the feeling that 
one is in a wilderness.

SA A NO D SD

29. Seeing or hearing motorboats on the Colorado 
River detracts from the feeling that one is 
in a wilderness.

SA A NO D SD

30. It is not necessary to patrol remote back- 
country recreational areas regularly.

SA A NO D SD

31. Costs of recreational backcountry adminis
tration and maintenance should be defrayed 
by some form of moderate charge.

SA A NO D SD

32. Every backcountry traveler (or party of 
travelers) should be required to obtain a

SA A NO D SD

permit from the Park Service before entering 
the Canyon.
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33. Following is a. list of reasons paopl# have givan for wanting to ba in tha 
wilderness. Indicate whether each was very important (VI), fairly impor- 
tant (FI), or not at all important (MI) in your choice to hike in the 
Grand Canyon. Circle the appropriate choice.

34

To observe the beauty of nature 
To get away from the sights, sounds, and smells 
of civilization

To enjoy the easy-going companionship of camp 
life

To breathe fresh air and drink pure water 
To experience the thrill of facing the dangers 
of the wild $

To have a change of pace, to do something 
different

To get away from the demands of the work-a-day 
world

To live in a primitive way by camping out 
To be alone for a while 
To keep healthy through vigorous outdoor 
activity

To explore uncharted areas of the wild 
To gain a sense of communion with God 
To take it easy
To experience the feeling of being able to 

survive on my own in the wild 
To get rid of tensions 
To be far away from crowds of people 
To gain a feeling of harmony with nature 
To restore my health
To be able to spend lots of time with my family 
Any others?

VI FI MI
VI FI MI
VI FI MI
VI FI MI
VI FI MI
VI FI MI

VI FI MI
VI FI MI
VI FI MI
VI FI MI
VI FI MI
VI FI MI
VI FI MI
VI FI MI
VI FI MI
VI FI MI
VI FI MI
VI FI MI
VI FI MI
VI FI MI
VI FI MI

Here is a list of a few things people say detract from their enjoyment 
of the wilderness. Which did you notice in the Grand Canyon? Which, 
if any, did you find annoying? Do you feel that any of these has become 
such a problem that they seriously interfere with the enjoyment of 
wilderness vacations? Check the appropriate column(s).

Noticed Found Reduced
___________ annoying enjoyment

Littered campsites
heavily impacted campsites
Too few campsites
Difficulty of finding isolation 
from other camping parties

Very large parties traveling 
together

Helicopters or planes in the area
Lack of sanitary facilities
Other?
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36.

37.

38.
39.
40.
41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

Do you think group size should be limited on Grand Canyon Trails?
YES NO If yes, to what size?

How many hikers, in groups of one or more, could you meet or pass in &
day and still have an enjoyable experience?
Do you feel the Inner Canyon qualifies as a wilderness area? YES NO
Finally, I need just a little information about yourself.
Sex 2 M F
Age___________
Occupation
Income ( ) 0-4999

( ) 5000-7999
( ) 8000-9999
( ) 10000-14999
( ) 15000-19999
( ) 20000 +

Education (Number of years completed); circle ones
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20+

Place of residence
city state

How many weeks each year do you generally spend vacationing?
( ) 1 week or less
( ) 8 days to 2 weeks
( ) about 3 weeks
( ) about 4 weeks
( ) 5-7 weeks
( ) 2-3 months
( ) 4-6 months
( ) over 6 months
Where did you spend most of your life before you were 18?
( ) Rural area
( ) Small town
( ) City
( ) Suburb of a large city
Do you belong to any outdoor club or conservation organization?
YES NO If yes, which one(s)?

47. About how many hiking trips do you make each year?

Thank you for your cooperation!



APPENDIX C

RESPONSES TO INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS BY WILDERNESS TRAIL USERS

1. Number in your party: mean * 3.5 persons

2. Number of days on trail: mean = 3.6 days

3. Had you been down this trail before?

Yes: 25.8 (N = 65)
No: 74.2 (N = 187)

4. How many previous hiking trips have you made 
in the Grand Canyon? mean = 4.2 trips

Of these, about how many have been on wilder
ness (nonmaintained) trails? mean = 2.5 trips

5. What would you say were your two or three main 
reasons for doing a hike in the Grand Canyon?

Mentioned most often: beauty:
Mentioned next most often: challenge:
Mentioned third most often: 

see Canyon from inside:

37.3 (N = 91) 
27.9 (N - 73)

25.8 (N = 63)

6. What were the two or three main reasons for 
choosing this particular trail?

Mentioned most often: off beaten path:
Mentioned next most often: never done it:
Mentioned third most often: beauty of area:

26.1 (N = 63)
17.8 (N = 43)
14.9 (N = 36)

7. It is reasonable to expect that 
one should be able to hike in 
the Grand Canyon and see few, 
if any, people.

8. Seeing a large party (a dozen 
or more people from a club, 
and so forth) reduces the feel
ing that you're out in the 
wilderness.

Strongly Agree: 29.4 (N - 74)
Agree: 49.6 (N = 125)
No Opinion: 6.7 (N = 17)
Disagree: 12.7 (N » 32)
Strongly Disagree: 1.6 (N - 4)

Strongly Agree: 41.7 (N » 105)
Agree: 39.3 (N « 99)
No Opinion: 4.4 (N = 11)
Disagree: 11.5 (N = 29)
Strongly Disagree: 3.2 (N - 8)
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9. One should camp wherever he
pleases in remote backcountry.

10. Playing cards and reading 
books are not appropriate 
to backcountry unless the 
weather is bad.

11. In remote backcountry recrea
tional areas, nobody had 
better try to tell me what I 
should or shouldn't do.

12. One should not wash his dishes, 
his clothes, or himself di
rectly in streams.

13. All evidence of use of an
area should be removed when 
leaving a campsite.

14. When staying out overnight 
in the wilderness it is most 
enjoyable not to be near 
anyone else.

15. Seeing too many people in the 
wilderness is more disturbing 
than"finding a littered camp
site.

16. You should see at least one 
group of people a day in the 
wilderness to get the most 
enjoyment out of a trip.

Strongly Agree: 19.0 (N = 48)
Agree: 26.6 (N = 67)
No Opinion: 5.6 (N = 14)
Disagree: 30.2 (N = 76)
Strongly Disagree: 18.7 (N = 47)

Strongly Agree: 7.1 (N = 18)
Agree: 9.9 (N = 25)
No Opinion: 23.4 (N = 59)
Disagree: 38.9 (N = 98)
Strongly Disagree: 20.6 (N = 52)

Strongly Agree: 4.4 (N = 11)
Agree: 5.2 (N = 13)
No Opinion: 9.5 (N = 24)
Disagree: 45.2 (N = 114)
Strongly Disagree: 35.7 (N = 90)

Strongly Agree: 38.5 (N = 97)
Agree: 23.8 (N = 60)
No Opinion: 13.5 (N = 34)
Disagree: 21.4 (N = 54)
Strongly Disagree: 2.8 (N = 7)

Strongly Agree: 82.5 (N = 208)
Agree: 14.7 (N = 37)
No Opinion: 0.8 (N = 2)
Disagree: 2.0 (N = 5)
Strongly Disagree: 0.0 (N = 0)

Strongly Agree: 41.3 (N = 104)
Agree: 34.9 (N = 88)
No Opinion: 9.5 (N = 24)
Disagree: 13.1 (N = 33)
Strongly Disagree: 1.2 (N = 3)

Strongly Agree: 4.4 (N = 11)
Agree: 9.9 (N = 25)
No Opinion: 13.1 (N = 33)
Disagree: 45.6 (N = 115)
Strongly Disagree: 27.0 (N = 68)

Strongly Agree: 0.4 (N = 1)
Agree: 8.0 (N = 20)
No Opinion: 15.5 (N = 39)
Disagree: 46.6 (N = 117)
Strongly Disagree: 29.5 (N = 74)
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17. Seeing others on the trail and 
in the campsite and talking 
with them is an enjoyable part 
of any wilderness trip.

18. If I found too many people on 
a certain Canyon trail, for 
the next trip I would choose 
one I expected to be less 
crowded.

19. Trash left by previous pack- 
packers should be removed by 
other users if they can do so.

20. The permit and quota system in 
the Grand Canyon is a good idea 
and should be enforced.

21. The limits for each trail set 
by the Park Service (15 per 
trail) are reasonable.

22. The Park Service should main
tain outhouses at the most 
used campsites, even on the 
wilderness (nonmaintained) 
trails.

23. It is reasonable to expect 
picnic tables at backcountry 
campsites.

More people should be allowed 
to hike on the trails than 
the limits currently allow.

Strongly Agree: 5.2 (N = 13)
Agree: 52.2 (N = 131)
No Opinion: 15.1 (N = 38)
Disagree: 21.5 (N = 54)
Strongly Disagree: 6.0 (N = 15)

Strongly Agree: 33.9 (N = 85)
Agree: 52.6 (N = 132)
No Opinion: 7.6 (N = 19)
Disagree: 5.6 (N = 14)
Strongly Disagree: 0.4 (N = 1)

Strongly Agree: 51.2 (N = 129)
Agree: 44.6 (N = 112)
No Opinion: 3.2 (N = 8)
Disagree: 0.8 (N = 2)
Strongly Disagree: 0.0 (N = 0)

Strongly Agree: 45.4 (N = 114)
Agree: 42.2 (N = 106)
No Opinion: 7.2 (N = 18)
Disagree: 2.0 (N = 5)
Strongly Disagree: 3.2 (N = 8)

Strongly Agree: 22.7 (N = 57)
Agree: 50.6 (N = 127)
No Opinion: 18.3 (N = 46)
Disagree: 6.4 (N = 16)
Strongly Disagree 2.0 (N = 5)

Strongly Agree: 9.2 (N = 23)
Agree: 21.5 (N = 54)
No Opinion: 15.9 (N = 40)
Disagree: 32.7 (N = 82)
Strongly Disagree: 20.7 (N = 52)

Strongly Agree: 0.0 (N = 0)
Agree: 0.4 (N = 1)
No Opinion: 1.2 (N = 3)
Disagree: 32.7 (N = 82)
Strongly Disagree: 65.7 (N = 165)

Strongly Agree: 2.4 (N = 6)
Agree: 4.8 (N = 12)
No Opinion: 24.3 (N = 61)
Disagree: 43.4 (N = 109)
Strongly Disagree: 25.1 (N = 63)

24.
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25. Use of helicopters is justi
fied in remote backcountry 
areas for protection of human 
life (e.g., rescues).

26. Use of helicopters is justi
fied in remote backcountry 
areas for visits by prominent 
people.

27. Use of helicopters is justi
fied over the Grand Canyon 
for scenic flights.

28. Airplanes and helicopters
flying over the Grand Canyon 
detract from the feeling 
that one is in a wilderness.

29. Seeing or hearing motorboats
on the Colorado River detracts 
from the feeling that one is 
in a wilderness.

30. It is not necessary to patrol
remote backcountry recreational 
areas regularly.

31. Costs of recreational back- 
country administration and 
maintenance should be defrayed 
by some form of moderate 
charge.

32. Every backcountry traveler
(or party of travelers) should 
be required to obtain a permit 
from the Park Service before 
entering the Canyon.

Strongly Agree: 51.8 (N = 130)
Agree: 44.6 (N = 112)
No Opinion: 1.2 (N = 3)
Disagree: 2.0 (N = 5)
Strongly Disagree: 0.4 (N = 1)

Strongly Agree: 0.4 (N = 1)
Agree: 3.2 (N = 8)
No Opinion: 12.4 (N = 31)
Disagree: 22.7 (N = 57)
Strongly Disagree: 61.4 (N = 154)

Strongly Agree: 1.2 (N = 3)
Agree: 20.7 (N = 52)
No Opinion: 18.3 (N = 46)
Disagree: 27.1 (N = 68)
Strongly Disagree: 32.7 (N = 82)

Strongly Agree: 35.1 (N = 88)
Agree: 36.3 (N = 91)
No Opinion: 10.4 (N = 26)
Disagree: 15.9 (N = 40)
Strongly Disagree: 2.4 (N = 6)

Strongly Agree: 32.7 (N = 82)
Agree: 37.5 (N = 94)
No Opinion: 13.9 (N = 35)
Disagree: 13.5 (N = 34)
Strongly Disagree: 2.4 (N = 6)

Strongly Agree: 5.2 (N = 13)
Agree: 19.1 (N = 48)
No Opinion: 18.7 (N = 47)
Disagree: 41.0 (N = 103)
Strongly Disagree: 15.9 (N = 40)

Strongly Agree: 4.0 (N = 10)
Agree: 29.5 (N = 74)
No Opinion: 18.7 (N = 47)
Disagree: 29.5 (N = 74)
Strongly Disagree: 18.3 (N = 46)

Strongly Agree: 43.0 (N = 108)
Agree: 45.0 (N = 113)
No Opinion: 3.6 (N = 9)
Disagree: 5.2 (N = 13)
Strongly Disagree: 3.2 (N = 8)
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33. To observe the beauty 
of nature

To get away from the sights, 
sounds, and smells of 
civilization

To enjoy the easy-going 
companionship of camp life

To breathe fresh air and 
drink pure water

To experience the thrill of 
facing the dangers of the 
wild

To have a change of pace, to 
do something different

To get away from the demands 
of the work-a-day world

To live in a primitive way 
by camping out

To be alone for awhile

To keep healthy through 
vigorous outdoor activity

To explore uncharted areas 
of the wild

To gain a sense of communion 
with God

Very important: 91.6 (N = 230)
Fairly important: 8.4 (N = 21)
Not at all important: 0.0 (N = 0)

Very important: 70.9 (N = 178)
Fairly important: 24.7 (N = 62)
Not at all important: 4.4 (N = 11)

Very important: 32.3 (N = 81)
Fairly important: 38.6 (N = 97)
Not at all important: 29.1 (N = 73)

Very important: 49.0 (N = 123)
Fairly important: 39.0 (N = 98)
Not at all important: 12.0 (N = 30)

Very important: 24.7 (N = 62)
Fairly important 35.9 (N = 90)
Not at all important: 39.4 (N = 99)

Very important: 48.4 (N = 121)
Fairly important: 41.2 (N = 103)
Not at all important: 10.4 (N = 26)

Very important: 44.2 (N = 111)
Fairly important: 43.0 (N = 108)
Not at all important: 12.7 (N = 32)

Very important: 35.9 (N = 90)
Fairly important: 38.2 (N = 96)
Not at all important: 25.9 (N = 65)

Very important: 52.6 (N = 132)
Fairly important: 33.9 (N = 85)
Not at all important: 13.5 (N = 34)

Very important: 55.0 (N = 138)
Fairly important: 34.7 (N = 87)
Not at all important: 10.4 (N = 26)

Very important: 29.1 (N = 73)
Fairly important: 34.3 (N = 86)
Not at all important: 36.7 (N = 92)

Very important: 24.3 (N = 61)
Fairly important: 19.9 (N = 50)
Not at all important: 55.8 (N = 140)
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To take it easy

To experience the feeling of 
being able to survive on my 
own in the wild

To get rid of tensions

To be far away from crowds 
of people

To gain a feeling of har
mony with nature

To restore my health

To be able to spend lots of 
time with my family

34. Littered campsites

Heavily impacted campsites

Too few campsites

Difficulty of finding isola
tion from other camping 
parties

Very large parties traveling 
together

Very important: 22.3 (N = 56)
Fairly important: 29.9 (N = 75)
Not at all important: 47.8 (N = 120)

Very important: 29.5 (N = 74)
Fairly important: 44.2 (N = 111)
Not at all important: 26.3 (N = 66)

Very important: 33.9 (N = 85)
Fairly important: 38.6 (N = 97)
Not at all important: 27.5 (N = 69)

Very important: 55.4 (N = 139)
Fairly important: 33.1 (N = 83)
Not at all important: 11.6 (N = 29)

Very important: 59.8 (N = 150)
Fairly important: 28.7 (N = 72)
Not at all important: 11.6 (N = 29)

Very important: 20.3 (N = 51)
Fairly important: 26.7 (N = 67)
Not at all important: 53.0 (N = 133)

Very important: 12.0 (N = 30)
Fairly important: 15.9 (N = 40)
Not at all important: 72.1 (N = 181)

Noticed 61.5 (N = 155)
Found annoying 50.8 (N = 128)
Reduced enjoyment 27.0 (N = 68)

Noticed 48.8 (N = 123)
Found annoying 34.1 (N = 86)
Reduced enjoyment 23.0 (N = 58)

Noticed 13.9 (N = 35)
Found annoying 2.8 (N = 7)
Reduced enjoyment 1.6 (N = 4)

Noticed 31.7 (N = 80)
Found annoying 19.8 (N = 50)
Reduced enjoyment 11.7 (N = 28)

Noticed 42.1 (N = 106)
Found annoying 23.4 (N = 59)
Reduced enjoyment 12.7 (N = 32)
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Helicopters or planes in Noticed 72.2 (N = 182)
the area Found annoying 38.1 (N = 96)

Reduced enjoyment 23.4 (N = 59)

Lack of sanitary facilities Noticed 24.6 (N = 62)
Found annoying 3.2 (N = 8)
Reduced enjoyment 1.6 (N = 4)

Others mentioned: river rafts, squirrels, mules, graffiti, lit
tered trails, burned areas, people without permits, flies, noisy 
parties, dogs, poor trails, misinformation at backcountry office, 
sickness, discourteous people, odoriferous outhouse, inability to 
obtain permit.

35. Do you think group size should be limited on Grand Canyon trails?

Yes: 90.8 (N = 208)
No: 9.2 (N = 21)

If yes, to what size? Mean = 8.6 persons

36. How many hikers, in groups of one or more, 
could you meet or pass in a day and still
have an enjoyable experience? Mean = 9.7 persons

37. Do you feel the Inner Canyon qualifies as 
a wilderness area?

Yes: 93.1 (N = 217)
No: 6.9 (N = 16)

38. Sex

Male: 77.4 (N = 192)
Female: 22.6 (N = 56)

39. Age Mean = 26 .9 years

40. Occupation Student 36.8 (N = 88)
Professional 28.9 (N = 69)
Technical 7.5 (N = 18)
Laborer 13.4 (N = 32)
Other 7.1 (N = 17)
None 6.3 (N - 15)

41. Income 0-4999 50.4 (N = 120)
5000-7999 10.9 (N = 26)
8000-9999 7.1 (N = 17)
10000-14999 11.8 (N = 28)
15000-19999 6.7 (N = 16)
20000 + 13.0 (N = 31)
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42. Education Mean = 15

43. Place of residence

City Under 2,000 18.6
2,000 to 10,000 6.0
10,000 to 25,000 10.0
25,000 to 100,000 25.9
Over 100,000 39.8

State Arizona 30.2
Southwest (Nev.,
Utah, Colo.,
N. Mex. 12.3

California 24.6
Elsewhere 32.9

44. How many weeks each year do 1 week or less 3.8
you generally spend vaca 8 days to 2 weeks 19.7
tioning? about 3 weeks 19.7

about 4 weeks 22.7
5-7 weeks 14.7
2-3 months 13.4
4-6 months 4.2
over 6 months 1.7

45. Where did you spend most of Rural area 13.9
your life before you were Small town 20.2
18? City 31.5

Suburb 34.5

46. Do you belong to any outdoor club 
or conservation organization?

Yes: 24.3 (N = 58)
No": 75.7 (N = 181)

47. About how many hiking trips do you make
each year? Mean = 7.

6 years

(N = 46) 
(N = 15) 
(N = 25) 
(N = 6 S') 
(N = 100)

(N = 76)

(N = 31)' 
(N = 62 
(N = 83)

(N = 9)
(N = 47) 
(N = 47) 
(N = 54) 
(N = 35) 
(N = 32) 
(N = 10) 
(N = 4)

(N = 33) 
(N = 48) 
(N = 75) 
(N = 82)

4 trips
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